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The Issachar Scroll Writings Volume 7      
 
These writings and the other Volumes in this series are some of the monthly teachings that have 
appeared on The Issachar Ministry web site (issachar.org) over the past 15 years or so. 
 
I felt it helpful to compile the writings into easy-to-access volumes rather than just have them listed on 
the web site and singularly at other sites. So, here they are. I hope they may help you grow in the 
Messiah and the Father’s grand purpose for us all. 
 
Peter McArthur 
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All Things 
 

 

 

Peter McArthur 

There is a recurring theme in the New Testament that thrills the heart of any believer born again from 

above – and that is the wondrous phrase “all things”. If anyone should ask you “What is the purpose 

of God; what is His grand plan?” - then use the answer as succinctly put in Romans 11:36, which 

reads: 

For OF Him, and THROUGH Him, 
and TO Him, are all things. 

To Him be the glory for ever. Amen. 

 
In this text is the great three-fold expression of God’s purpose. In these inspired words are the three 

great actions of the Father declared, namely, Creation, Redemption, and Restoration. These three 

cover Christ as the Source, the Agent, and the Goal itself. Jesus Christ, pre-existent as The Word, is 

the Beginning, the Now, and the Prize to come. This sums up everything that is eternal, rich and true 

about the Lord Jesus Christ. 

It’s no wonder that Paul is moved (literally) to write “Amen” at the end of this awesome declaration. 

There would be nothing to say except “Amen” to it. It’s as though, right in the middle of his discourse 

Paul interjects with an exclamation of “Yes, this is so true, and I cannot but help to agree with it!” 

• “Amen” is a Hebrew word literally meaning; Faithful, True, Truth, Let it be so. To say “Amen” 

is like saying, “Yes, what has just been said is true, it is faithfully so, and I agree with it”. 

See the dramatic point being made? Here is a phrase so heavenly inspired, so true, so absolutely 

against contradiction, that Paul cannot but help to write AMEN to that. We can almost hear him 

verbally shouting in his room, Amen! This gives us a clue to the extraordinary revelation of this verse: 
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Christ is the Source, the Maintainer, and indeed the very End of “all things”. So let’s take heart from 

this wondrous truth and digest its great breadth. 

_______________________________ 

We start with the FIRST revelation – “OF Him”. This speaks to us of the pre-existent Christ (the 

Word) in the Past tense, particularly in relation to His part in Creation (as the Word of God). See how 

the following verses highlight this - and please take note of how often “all things” appears. 

• All things came into being through Him, and without Him not even one thing came into 

being that has come into being. John 1:3 

• ..but to us there is one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we for Him, and 

one Lord Jesus Christ, through whom are all things, and we by Him. 1 Cor 8:6 

• ..and to bring to light all, what is the fellowship of the mystery having been hidden from 

eternity in God, the One creating all things through Jesus Christ. Eph 3:9 

• For all things were created in Him, the things in the heavens, and the things on the 

earth, the visible and the invisible; whether thrones, or lordships, or rulers, or 

authorities, all things have been created through Him and for Him. Col 1:16 

• In these last days did speak to us in a Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, 

through whom also He did make the ages. Heb 1:2 

• For it was fitting for Him, because of whom are all things, and through whom are all 

things, having brought many sons to glory, to perfect Him as the Author of their 

salvation through sufferings. Heb 2:10 

• Lord, You are worthy to receive the glory and the honour and the power, because You 

created all things, and through Your will they exist and were created. Rev 4:11 

In the verses we see that everything flows out from Christ as Creator. Not only is He this, but also the 

very fountain of all true spiritual delights and favours, the source of every grace. By taking these 

verses to heart we see that nothing is by accident, certainly not creation. Evolution has no place here, 

and to believe in it, tears away the wondrous truth that “all things” were created “out of Him” to whom 

they owe their continued existence. 

______________________________________ 

Now, to the SECOND revelation – “THROUGH Him”. This speaks of Christ as the Preserver in the 

Present. See once more how the phrase “all things” occurs. It’s starting to build a pattern for us, if we 

have eyes to see. 

• All things were yielded up to Me by My Father; and no one knows the Son except the 

Father; nor does anyone know the Father, except the Son, and the one to whom the 

Son purposes to reveal Him. Mtt 11:27 

• The Father loves the Son and has given all things into His hand. John 3:35 

• Jesus knowing that the Father has given all things into His hands, and that He came 

out from God, and goes away to God. John 13:3 

• All things which the Father has are Mine. For this reason I said that He receives from 

Mine and will announce to you. John 16:15 
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In the above verses we can see that the Father has delivered “all things” into 

the HANDS of the Son. You may remember that old chorus, “He’s got the whole 

world in His hands”? Well, here are the texts that sum it up. 

Not only do we see that “all things” progressed OUT of Him, but that those 

same “all things” are delivered up into His hands and are being sustained 

THROUGH Him. That is to say, through His ever-present power, He being the 

agent or maintainer who holds “all things” together. The mystery and the 

wonder of even this part of the revelation is mind-blowing and should cause our thoughts to stand still 

in amazement. Well, it does to me! What a comfort and hope to know that He, out from whom “all 

things” proceed, is also the One who holds all together in His hands. 

As we continue to see how God’s purpose is unfolding “though” Christ, we note 

that “all things” are not only in His hands, but also placed “under His FEET”. Don’t 

forget to look for the “all things” phrase! 

• For He subjected all things under His feet; but when He says that all 

things have been subjected, it is plain that it excepts Him who has 

subjected all things to Him. 1 Cor 15:27 

• ..and He put all things under His feet and gave Him to be Head over 

all things to the assembly. Eph 1:22 

• And He is the Head of the body, the assembly, who is the Beginning, the First-born out 

of the dead, that He be preeminent in all things. Col 1:18 

• You have subjected all things under his feet. For in subjecting to him all things, He left 

nothing not subjected to him. But now we do not yet see all things having been 

subjected to him. Heb 2:8 

 

First, we saw how “all things” are in Christ’s hands. Then we saw how “all 

things” are under His feet. Now we come to see how “all things” are WORKING 

because of Him. 

 

• But we know that to the ones loving God all things are working 

together for good, to those being called according to purpose. Rms 8:28 

• And He is before all things, and all things have subsisted in Him. Col 1:17 

• ..who being the shining splendour of His glory, and the express image of His essence, 

and upholding all things by the Word of His power, having made purification of our 

sins through Himself, He sat down on the right of the Majesty on high. Heb 1:3 

So we have seen three aspects of how the Father is working through the Son in this Present time. He 

is working here and now; note that the Greek emphasis that all things (lit.) “are working together”. In 

this present dispensation “all things” are in His hand, under His feet, and working together to 

accomplish the Father’s eternal purpose. 

________________________________ 

Now to our THIRD revelation – “TO Him”. Here we have a truth that speaks of Christ in the Future 

tense – “to” Him. The idea behind this is to declare that “all things” will definitely come to a point 
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(determined by the Father) where these shall not simply be made subject to Christ, but to bring them 

within His total sphere of operation and purpose. So it will be (in the future) that Christ will marshal “all 

things” and cause them to be transformed and then subjected to His authority. What a moment that 

will be! 

• But when all things are subjected to Him, then the Son Himself also will be subjected 

to the One who has subjected all things to Him, that God may be all things in all. 1 Cor 

15:28 

• ..for an administration of the fullness of the times, He might bring together all things in 

Christ, those in heaven and those on the earth, in Him. Eph 1:10 

• He that came down is the same who also went up above all the heavens, that He might 

fill all things. Eph 4:10 

• Who will transform our body of humiliation, to be conformed to His body of glory, 

according to the working of Him to be able even to subject all things to Himself. Philp 

3:21 

• ..and through Him making peace by the blood of His cross, to reconcile all things to 

Himself; through Him, whether the things on the earth, or the things in the heavens. Col 

1:20 

• And the One sitting on the throne said, Behold! I make all things new. And He says to 

me, Write, because these Words are faithful and true. Rev 21:5 

To conclude: we have the three great expressions of the Father’s purpose, which are, that all things 

have come out of Christ, all things are continuing through Him, and all things will head to Him. 

 

“For of Him, 
and through Him, 

and to Him are all things. 
To Him be the glory forever! 

Amen.” 
 

What more is there to say, except a resounding “Amen”. Great and exciting “things” yet to come! 

Peter McArthur  
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The Book of Better Things 
 

 
Peter McArthur 

 

Hebrews has been called “The Book of Better Things”. The word “better” appears 11 times.  
 

• Christ “having become much better than the angels” (1:4) 

• “Beloved, we are convinced of better things concerning you, and things that 
accompany salvation” (6:9) 

• “Without all contradiction the less is blessed of the better” (7:7) 

• “So much the more also Jesus has become the guarantee of a better covenant.” (7:22) 

• “But now He has obtained a more excellent ministry, by as much as He is also the 
mediator of a better covenant, which has been enacted on better promises.” (8:6)  

• “Therefore it was necessary for the copies of the things in the heavens to be cleansed 
with these, but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than these.” (9:23) 

• “For you showed sympathy to the prisoners and accepted joyfully the seizure of your 
property, knowing that you have for yourselves a better possession and a lasting one.” 
(10:34)  

• “But as it is, they desire a better country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is not 
ashamed to be called their God; for He has prepared a city for them.” (11:16) 

• “God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect.” (11:40) 

• “Jesus, the mediator of a new covenant, and to the sprinkled blood, which speaks 
better than the blood of Abel.” (12:24) 

 

It’s also been referred to as “The More Excellent Writings” because the phrase “more excellent” can 
be found twice in the Book. 

• Christ “having become much better than the angels, as He has inherited a more 
excellent name than they.” (1:4) 
 

• “But now He has obtained a more excellent ministry, by as much as He is also the 
mediator of a better covenant, which has been enacted on better promises.” (8:6)  
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However one of the most striking passages is chapter 11 verse 16. “God is not ashamed to be 
called their God”. 
 
Now what a strange text, because is it possible that God could be ashamed? What does it mean? 
Well first off, God is never ashamed by anything He does. The meaning here is that the giants of Faith 
in chapter 11 had acted in such a way that God could never be ashamed of them. The Greek 
apparently means “He is not ashamed of them”.  
 
Often God referred to Himself as “their God” but they didn’t always act like that for their part. But now 
He is delighted to have been called “their God” and He’s not ashamed to be called so. When we act in 
the manner God wants us to, we are in a very real sense “alive”. That’s why it’s so important to be “in 
Christ” because in that place we are truly “alive” – even if we die! 
 
Now here’s an important truth: In the Old Testament God declared He (and His children) could not 
come into contact with anything dead – unless it had been offered as a sacrifice to Him. But because 
now we are “in Christ” who is alive, none who believe in Him are dead! “He is not God of the dead, 
but of the living” (Luke 20:38). 

Because the heroes of faith had commended themselves to God by their faith, He’s willing to 
acknowledge them as His very own. And what is it in particular they did to receive that accolade from 
God? They “desired a better country” than just the Promised Land of Canaan.  

“They desire a better country, that is a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to 
be called their God; for He has prepared a city for them.” (Heb 11:16). 

 

See the link? They wanted something more, something markedly better, and because they had this 
spiritual insight God honours them and says, “I’m not ashamed at all to be your God because you 
understand there’s something better and more excellent to come”. Partly because of this He prepares 
a city for them, the same one that the Messiah went away to complete after His resurrection. “I go to 
prepare a place for you” (John 14:2-3). 

 

Something wonderfully deep and true happens to those who know in their inner being that there’s 
more to come. A symbol of this truth is found in the crossing over from the Holy Place (the Inner 
Court) into the Holy of Holies. In the Tabernacle Tent and later the Temple, there were 3 courts. The 
Outer Court, then the Inner Court (or Holy Place), and finally the most special place, the Holy of 
Holies. It symbolises a journey, from the Outer to the Most Holy.  

 

There is a demarcation line we all need to cross, a place of inner holiness of the heart (not the 
outward things of religion), where we die to the lure of a Promised Land and yearn deeply for a 
“better country” where a city is being prepared 

 

When we come to that crossing, we have to be willing to die to all that is flesh, even though it might 
be very enticing and perhaps “proper”. In His presence all flesh must wither and die, because only the 
spiritual can live there. 

 

One of the things that quickly rises up and doesn’t want to die is the “religious mind”. This attitude, 
this spirit will fight for its own life and pretend to everyone around that’s it’s alive and real and even 
spiritual. Those with discernment will quickly see it’s all a cloak of pretence – which sadly can so 
easily deceive the naïve believer, and occasionally even fool the mature. 

  

The demarcation line between the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies is a spiritual attitude that sees 
beyond the present and yearns for that which cannot (yet) be seen behind the veil. You know it’s 
there; you believe with all your heart it’s there, and you want to be in that place – but first you must 
die. You died when you first came to Christ, but now you’re a pilgrim journeying towards the Great 
City, and you’re going to have to die again – to self, religiosity, and the temptation to settle down in 
the Promised Land. It won’t take courage to do that, it won’t be a sense of wanting “more” even; it will 
be a matter of faith, a faith deeper than what you had when you first started your pilgrim walk with 
Jesus.  
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Interestingly enough the word “Hebrew” means “one in transition”. So this Book is all about those in 
transition; about pilgrims. The root word of “Hebrew” means “to cross over or pass through”. In the 
Bible, it seems to have primarily referred to those who traversed rivers. The symbolic meaning of this 
is obvious; we are pilgrims passing through to somewhere better – through a river by the way!  

 

The Hebrews had to pass through the Red Sea. Then through the Jordan River. Then came water 
baptism in the Jordan for John, Jesus and many others. Now we’re still crossing over from one thing 
to another, into greater and better and more excellent things prepared by God for those who love Him. 
We are still pilgrims, still in transition, still moving forward – and it won’t (cannot) stop until we arrive 
home in the City prepared for us all. 

 

The reason chapter 11 of Hebrews is so loved by so many is because it inspires us to believe that 
faith is like a great springboard into the very heart and purpose of God. It encourages us to take the 
higher view, gaze upon the grander panorama of the Father’s purpose. This is something greater and 
more profound than simply “wanting more of God” or experiencing a revival or seeking after “deeper 
truth and revelation” – because even all these things must die, as good and as fine and as “holy” as 
they might seem.  

 

Only faith in Him, and He not being ashamed of our attitude, will deliver us home. Please understand 
that I’m not saying we should get into religious works; we still only arrive because of what Jesus did 
for us. He is still the only way, but His attitude was to do His Father’s will (John 5:30) and to keep His 
eyes on things above – to a better place. So we also should remember it’s a journey, and works 
certainly will not get us there, but faith and obedience will! 

 

For the Jews “faith” is not so much about “belief” but more about what you do and how you act; it’s 
about obedience. So when you read in chapter 11 about “faith” why not substitute the word 
“obedience” and see how it impacts you? An interesting little exercise! 

 

All the desire for revival, for pressing into deeper truth, for wanting more of Him, are quite acceptable 
in themselves. The issue is that they are not where life is found. So many moves of the Spirit and 
revivals have blessed us. But eventually they all faded and even stopped, and the fire and the life 
ebbed away. So much so that after a few years there’s often hardly an expression of what they once 
were. I read of a man who got saved in the great Welsh Revival. Many years later he was invited to 
attend another revival meeting by an enthusiastic Pastor. A “revival” of sorts had seemingly broken 
out in the Pastors’ church, but upon witnessing it, the old man simply said, “I was born in the fire, I 
cannot live in the smoke”. 

 

Life is found in the Father’s purpose for us available through His Son. Everything else is fine, but it is 
NOT our source of life, nor should we pander to it. That’s actually what “Abba Father” means in the 
Hebrew (“source”). He is the source, He is our revival, He is our continuing revival hope. As wonderful 
and encouraging as past revivals have been, when we try to imitate them or manufacture them by 
reproducing some method, we’ll actually produce a false life that soon empties itself. 

 

No doubt that’s why the Father sends “new mercy and grace” each day (Lam 3:22), so we draw on 
that freshness and not rely on yesterday’s spiritual experiences. Remember, what is “good” will 
eventually give way to the “better”, but we should yearn for the “best”. So let’s focus on that one 
solitary thing that is best of all – the grand purpose for which we were created, to enjoy God’s 
presence forever. Don’t hold anything as dear as Truth! 

 

We are still pilgrims, still meant to be journeying on, still looking for the City, still keeping our focus on 
He who initiated this all and who alone will bring it to completion (Phil 1:6). Thankfully, so very 
thankfully, it’s not our ability that will bring it to pass. It’s what He’s resolved from before Eternity, and 
He will bring it to the purposed End.  
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Along this journey we might become weary and discouraged. Part of the reason for this can be the 
undue attention we give to “anointed” ministries, “proven” prophets and “gifted” saints. When we begin 
to put our hope in them (as important as they are to the Body), we unwittingly settle down in the 
Promised Land. We stop journeying, we no longer live like pilgrims, and we forget to keep our eyes 
“on things above” (Col 3:2). Of course should someone challenge us about this, we’d quickly defend 
ourselves. But deep within we know it’s true and the gracious Holy Spirit convicts us to start walking 
the pilgrim path once more. 

 

I hope some of this makes sense to you. Maybe it’s just that I’m getting older and thinking differently, 
but I hope it’s more than that. I hope (and pray) that we won’t forget we are pilgrims, and here in the 
Book of Better Things there’s an echo from the past saints of chapter 11 that will encourage us to get 
moving again on our pilgrimage to the City.  

 

More and more, may we be dissatisfied with everything that imperfectly satisfies us in the natural. 
May the City increasingly fill our thoughts and may He who is preparing it for us always be at the 
centre. 

 

 
Grace in Messiah, 
Peter McArthur 
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Heaven has the Superiority 

 

Peter McArthur 

Here is an extremely important truth to grasp and to proclaim. It’s from above that we are conceived. 
It’s from the Father that we are seeded with an eternal life-seed. 
  

• “...having been born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible 

seed, through the living Word of God, and abiding forever.”  (1 Pet 1:23)   

Earthly-realm views cannot comprehend this. Religion says it accepts this doctrine, but it certainly 
neither teaches it fully, or in fact really believes in it. So, brother persecutes brother; the earth-bound 
ones persecute the heavenly-dreamers. (Gen 37:18-20) 
  

• “The One having come from above is above all. The one being of the earth 
is earthy, and speaks of the earth. The One coming out of Heaven is above 
all.”  (John 3:31)    

 

• “And He said to them, You are from below; I am from above. You are from 
this world; I am not from this world.”  (John 8:23)   

  
The worldly and religious ones would not accept the Heaven-Man Jesus, God coming and abiding in 
the flesh; today they still will not accept those in whom God and heaven abide. The earthly realm 
always wants its own way and always seeks its own recognition. When heaven proclaims another 
way of doing things, the earthly realm will shout “foul”.  
  
When heaven puts us through a particular spiritual experience (although we rarely see the experience 
as spiritually beneficial at the time), the fleshy realm in us protests loudly. Why? Because the 
heavenly realm has only one way of dealing with the earthly. It must subjugate it by attacking all its 
priorities, which are, self-importance, self-recognition, self-service, self-aggrandisement, self-pride, 
self-pity, self-sufficiency, self-belief, and self-serving vision. Heaven does the exact opposite of what 
earth-realm people think is important. There is a clash because heavenly-desired things cannot be 
accomplished by a mixture with the earthly. Heaven confronts and re-moulds us so that we conform to 
its vision, to the great Purpose of the Lord. 
  
This may take some time. In the case of the Israelites it took forty years wandering (although it was 
certainly not an aimless wandering; God was the director), and the death of one entire generation. In 
the case of David it took some fifteen years until Saul was removed from the throne. Each time there 
was a period of learning heaven’s ways. Not using earthly principles to deal with the issue but 
allowing heavenly concepts to take root before the fullness of time arrived bringing in the necessary 
change. 
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Heaven was the Governor, not earth. Those who are wise will always look to heaven for their orders. 
It’s a very wise person indeed who will take the necessary time to learn heaven’s ways. And it takes a 
very courageous person to live habitually subjugated to God while He prunes back the wild branches 
and re-shapes us to conform to His desired shape. There is no other way - this is it and this is how it 
will be! Bend to it or be broken by it. 
  
In the end we need to remember that heaven has the superiority in all things. The sooner we learn to 
live from the heavenly realm and see the heavenly perspective, the better off we shall be in spirit, soul 
and body - and even socially. The heavenly perspective of our sojourning on earth is this:  

  
God wants to take us out,  

to lead us through,  
in order to bring us into.  

  
It’s as plain as that, not hard to comprehend, but often difficult to allow to happen. The Lord took 
Israel out of Egypt, through the wilderness, and eventually into Canaan. He took Paul out of 
Pharisaic religion, through seclusion in Arabia, and into the Apostolic circle.  
 
It’s not simply a “taking out” and “bringing in” as some teach. There is the intermediate experience 
also. The first and last, the leaving and the entering, is purely God’s handiwork. The intermediate 
stage of going through, is also His doing, but it’s largely in our hands in regard to the duration of it.  
  
When the heavenly perspective is understood and we bow to it, we pass through relatively quickly. 
But when we allow the heavenly perspective to be diluted, delayed, or even displaced by the earthly, 
we are likely to face great hardship. We might even fail to enter in at all, leaving it for those of another 
generation to reap the promise that should have been ours. 
  
It’s no light thing to ignore the heavenly perspective. It's there for our benefit, for our goodness. Easy 
to say, hard to apply. Yet grace abounds toward us in all things so that we might attain to God’s 
purpose for us. Without this we would be hopeless people indeed. 
  

• “I would have despaired unless I had believed to see the goodness of 
YHWH in the land of the living.” (Psa 27:13)   

  
One of the purposes of the intermediate stage of being led through is to make more room within our 
hearts for the grandness of heaven. Heaven is always wanting us to accommodate its purposes, its 
sense of destiny, its eternalness. This is been the plan ever since eternal issues were displaced by 
the Fall; to restore the eternal worth and destiny of God’s pinnacle of creation, Man. 
  
The Plan is redemptive. We have been bought back and we will be brought back.  
  
We have been redeemed by a priceless price. The final outworking of this redemption is that we are 
to be brought into the grand purpose of our Father in all its fullness. His Plan has always been that; to 
have a family in His very likeness to participate with Him in eternal things, to live from the heavenly 
perspective, and for His Son to have a Companion. Jesus our Redeemer has already bought us, and 
He is now bringing us into that heavenly perspective continually. Positionally we are already in that 
heavenly place:  
  

• “…(He) raised us up together and seated us together in the heavenlies in Christ 
Jesus.” (Eph 2:6) 

 
The phrase “seated us together” or “to sit together” in the Greek means “to take a seat in company 
with…” (Strongs G4776). We are in the company of Jesus Christ, the great heavenly-seated One. As 
He is in the heavenlies, so we too are granted a seat in company with Him, by faith in Him. As He 
sees, we can see. It is possible. We're there "positionally" but we need to yet arrive at this truth 
"experientially". But the heavenly perspective is available. It’s not hidden, and it certainly doesn’t 
belong to a group of the spiritually elite. There is no room here for spiritual mysticism or secret 
spiritual keys that will unlock the truth for us. And we don’t require any form of Gnosticism (secret 
spiritual knowledge) to understand God’s great panoramic plan of redemptive history.  
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Through Jesus Christ, the New and Living Way (Heb. 10:20), we already have open access to our 
Father who seeded us with His eternal life. The Tree of Life is no longer barred from us. We can 
approach that Tree because of the Tree of Crucifixion. Heaven has been opened to us and the 
mystery of the eternal ages has been revealed. The heavenly perspective has already been granted 
us, if only we would tarry awhile, reflect and see what the Gospel is telling us.  
  
This gospel however is not the Gospel of the Messiah, but rather the Gospel of The Mystery. 
  
So, we come to see THE most important factor in the Great Panoramic Plan of God: His Son! God's 
Son is at the core of His purpose; the Son is the vision, the Son is the overriding factor, the Son is the 
beginning and end of the matter, the Son is the central point, the Son is the outcome. He is the whole 
issue, the entire significance.  
  
Why? Because Jesus was God’s way, God’s word and God’s wisdom incarnated into human history. 
This "Word" was the very sound of heaven itself. It originated in heaven, it came forth from that realm, 
it echoed through the entire created order that heaven ordained. It wasn't simply "a word" from God, 
but God's very own deep utterance, in fact His very breathe. It was the living oracle of God itself, who 
was so much part of God that "it" was in fact "HIM"! It was not just His voice, His word, His 
expression, but the Word that went forth from Him was actually Him. 
  
When that God-Word became en-fleshed on earth (which is the meaning of the word “incarnate”), 
ungodly flesh rose up to kill the “intruder”. For whenever heaven enters the worldly realm the flesh will 
regard it as an intrusion. It will fear this “invasion” and strike back.  
  
This has been case from the very beginning. God spoke a holy word to Adam and Eve, but very soon 
unholy words were spoken to attack it, thus bringing rebellion into God's order. Every time prophecy is 
spoken today people rise up to mouth off against it. When truth is preached, the word of accusation 
will flow forth in an attempt to sweep it away. Whenever holy words are sent forth, unholy forces are 
released in an attempt to negate it, displace it, kill it off, and bring confusion and deceit to the hearers. 
We are still in this battle. Woe to the preacher, the prophet, or the believer who naively thinks they will 
have an easy path when they speak God's word. 
  
But God’s Word, whether in the incarnate form like Jesus, or the spirited-form as in prophecy, 
proclamation of the Gospel, or any other divine utterance, will always be safe, guarded and secure. 
Every time it will find its mark, make a way, do what it was sent forth to do, without any loss of impact, 
importance or effect. The oracle will remain intact but the speaker may not fare so well! Either way, 
God's word is revelatory and He always desires to release revelation and understanding; that is as 
much a part of His nature as Love is. 
  
Revelation is always progressive and builds upon previous revelation. Understanding of, and 
obedience to, any previous revelation allows one to enter the next release of revelation with increased 
knowledge, as well of course with increased accountability, and its fair share of trouble from the 
adversary. 
  
In Scripture, only Moses, Elijah and Jesus are recorded as having undergone a forty day fast. It’s 
fitting then that these three appear together on the Mount of Transfiguration (Mark 9:2-4). This 
association of their fasting and their appearing together shows they are all linked to the Grand 
Panorama of God’s plan. Each had a clear heavenly perspective, with the Son Jesus of course having 
it in all its perfect fullness and clarity. Note that all three were "word men". Moses was God's 
mouthpiece and the deliverer of His word-message, the Torah. Elijah was the symbol of God's 
prophetic choice. Jesus was of course, and still is, the purity of His message.  
  

We therefore need to take to heart the great importance of this matter - God's word, in all the three 
types of Moses, Elijah and Jesus. These need to find a resting place within our hearts. We must be a 
mouthpiece for the Delivered-Word, we must digest the Prophetic-Word, and we must love the Very-
Word Himself. The Lord God has graciously allowed us to partake of His grand purpose, but for us to 
have this clear perspective, to see it, to taste it, to become active in it, will require us to have His 
Word, Jesus, as the central point of our lives. And like Moses and Elijah we must meet with Him "in 
the heights". 
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Jesus Christ must therefore take over in our thinking, our doctrines, our mode of living, our very 
yearning deep within. Only when He fills all within us, will we comprehend this grand purpose. We 
should be captured by God's plan and even more be captivated by His Son. Why is it that all this 
should be so pressing? Why "should" we enter into all this? "Must" we bother with it? 
  
The answer to that is this: God's purpose is to provide a Body for His Son. The Head must have a 
Body. On another level His Son needs a Companion. His Beloved Son needs a Lover. The Groom 
requires His Bride! 
  
Therefore, all things regarding the heavenly perspective will have as its focus the SON, together with 
the Son's Body. It alone is to share His throne throughout eternity. Only the elect of the One Body has 
been called forth by God to be seated in the heavenlies with the Son (Eph. 2: 6). It and none other. 
The One Body, who is so intimately connected to Him now shall be completed fully in the age to 
come. This will cause all creation to gasp at the wonder and beauty of it taking place. 
 
If the angels rejoiced and were taken by surprise at the wonder of the universe being created (which 
they may well have been), how much more so will the angelic host let forth a collective "gasp" of utter 
amazement when that moment arrives! It will not be so much the grandeur of that event, as beautiful 
as it will certainly be, but it will be the meaning of it. The consequences of the Head joined to the Body 
in all its astonishing reality, will be truly beyond comprehension. The events that will follow that 
wondrous event will be immensely and eternally staggering. And I cannot wait! 
  
Hence it's vital, absolutely imperative, utterly urgent that we, the Elect of the Lord, should have a 
correct heavenly perspective. We the ecclesia, the literal "called forth ones" are the object of the 
Father's desire. Just as Jesus' perspective has always been His Father's, so we are to have the Son's 
perspective. His Body is now, positionally, seated with Him. We are together with Him already in some 
wondrous way. 
  
The Word says we have died together with Him; we have been buried together with Him; raised 
together with Him; and are seated together with him. Together, together, together. Isn't it strikingly 
clear that we are united, joined and placed forever.   
  
It could be said that this is the very point and ultimate purpose of all creation; to bring together. If we 
were to truly think this through, if we were to sit and contemplate all this and let it sink in, we would be 
overwhelmed by its importance. Some simply wouldn't believe it. Others see it as fantasy or some 
wild, flaky spiritual view. Some might say it’s all symbolic, merely a figure of speech and nothing more. 
Yet some others want to believe it but wonder how on earth can it be. And that's the thing. "How on 
earth" can it be! You see it’s a "heavenly how it can be" not an earthly how it can be. 
  
God often uses imagery and concepts that confront the human mind in order to exhaust its own way 

of thinking. Then He delivers such a revelatory truth that staggers our human comprehension. It’s 

then we must reflect with a heavenly mindedness that speaks direct to the spirit; heart to heart, and 

deep unto deep. But you know that already don't you? In your heart of hearts you recall that faint 

moment of wonder as He whispers to you. You've tasted moments of such wonderful things. You've 

smelt the fragrance of such truth, even though it might've been only a fleeting wisp of the Divine 

Breath passing by. You know this in your knower. There is a faint echo of these things rolling around 

in your cavernous spirit-man. Heaven is wanting to speak these things to the heavenly within us. 

Bend the ear. Soften the heart. Dare to believe such amazing things. Our whole inner being yearns to 

touch this realm. It was created for it. It is our destiny, our purpose.  

Brethren, the great final Day is definitely on its way. Are we positioned to see it coming forth? How are 

we standing this day? Are we thinking like heaven? Let's not allow our remarkable privilege of being 

the Heavenly Companion of the Groom find us wavering and slacking in this hour. 

  
Peter McArthur August 2019  issachar.org 
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Having a secret history with God 
 

 

 

By Peter McArthur 

If we truly want to be mature in the things of Christ, one of the most important areas of concern should 

be our attitude towards humility. That, along with wisdom, are in fact more important than “moving in 

the anointing” (whatever you might consider that to be). Many years ago, a prophetic man said to me 

that as the End Time gets closer it will be our inner character of maturity that will see us through, even 

more so than having “an anointing”. Humility in all things is a major part of that spiritual character. It 

forms part of the inner character of the believer and as such becomes part of what we might call “our 

secret history with God”. 

Jesus said, “Don’t let your left hand know what your right hand is doing” (Matt 6:1-4). In context 

He was talking about not parading yourself before the eyes of others, particularly in the giving of 

tithes. We can extend that principle to many other areas where we might find ourselves doing 

something for the Lord in public; in the sight of onlookers. 

Many years ago, a visiting preacher to my congregation started his sermon by saying he had a “word 

from the Lord” for us. He then said something like: “When I got up this morning at my usual time of 

4am for my 2-hour devotional time, I sensed the Lord say……” 

From that moment on he had lost me. Why? Because he boasted of his righteousness before others 

(Matt 6:1) Was it necessary for him to tell us he regular got up at 4am each day for a 2-hour prayer 

time? Was he trying to impress us with his spirituality? Most probably. Why not simply say “the Lord 

gave me a word for you”? 

I’m encouraged he had the energy and devotion to get up that early and pray seeking the Lord. 

Nothing wrong at all about that, but why-oh-why did he spoil it by telling us! He could’ve kept it a 

private matter between himself and God, Who knew it anyway. No need to boast about it. In fact, part 

of his “reward” that day would’ve come from the immature believers listening to him who esteemed 

him and probably went home trying to emulate his standard of spirituality. Other wiser members in the 

congregation quickly picked up that his comment was unnecessary, and somewhat unhelpful. Either 

way, he received his reward that day, but only from the people, not from the Lord. 
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If we use Jesus’ teaching about not parading yourself before others, we can say with all confidence, 

that the preacher got his “reward” there and then that day. In the eyes of the congregation he was 

perhaps admired – but in the eyes of God he “had his reward in FULL” (Matt 6:2). That day he 

received the passing accolade from people, but not the eternal one from God. Scary! 

Whatever reward he might have gained from God because of his intense devotional time each day, 

he actually lost any reward because he boasted in it, “parading it in the eyes of men”. It sounds harsh 

for me to say that, but it’s what Jesus said about such an attitude: "Beware of practicing your 

righteousness before men to be noticed by them otherwise you have no reward with your 

Father who is in heaven” (Matt 6:1).  

If we boast, practice or maybe even imply we have some kind of extravagant spiritual life, then 

according to the words of Jesus Himself “we have NO REWARD with our Father in heaven”. Of 

course, I’m not saying we miss out on ALL the rewards that await us, but in some cases when we’ve 

boasted about our spirituality (whether in word or deed), then the reward for that particular occasion 

has been taken from us. In the eyes of others we may find some approval, but certainly not in the 

eyes of God. 

So Jesus says to us "When you give to the poor, do not let your left hand know what your right 

hand is doing, so that your giving will be in secret; and your Father who sees what is done in 

secret will reward you openly.” (Matt 6:3-4). 

Jesus as a Rabbi often used proverbial expressions to contrast two different attitudes. He was simply 

saying that any action we do for the kingdom should be as secret as possible. The encouragement for 

our doing secret acts of charity for example, is that it will be pleasing to God. He will see the act, 

however secret it may be, and in due time will openly reward it. If the reward isn’t granted in this life, it 

certainly will be in the life to come. 

If the words of Jesus aren’t enough, elsewhere in Scripture we’re also encouraged about having a 

secret history with God and being humble about what we do, and what kind of person we are.  

• Let someone else praise you, not yourself. Prov 27:2 

• Love does not brag and is not arrogant. 1 Cor 13:4 

• Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard 

one another as more important than yourselves. Philp 2:3 

Pride always wants to be noticed. An old saying from the Puritans goes like this; “Humility makes us 

like angels, but pride made angels to become demons”. A humble Christian is in a much better 

spiritual condition than any proud angel is! Having a secret history with God is one of the most 

profound ways to guard your heart against pride and boasting. In fact humility is a good and biblical 

antidote to pride and self-centredness.  

Now back to the saying of Jesus in Matthew chapter 6. Culturally in the Middle East the right hand is 

the action hand, the doing hand, what we might call the “public” hand, the one on display to others. 

The left hand however is the hand “hidden away”, that hand which is “secret” and not deliberately put 

on display. In the Semitic culture the right hand is the hand of strength while the left one is considered 

to be weak (the word “left” is a variation of the Old English lyft, which meant “weak”, while the word 

“sinister” comes from the Latin for “left.”). Overall the right hand is considered to be favourable 

compared to the left hand, which is despised in some cultures. 

But as in all things spiritual, the tables are often turned – “the last shall be first” and “whoever 

exalts himself shall be humbled” and “whoever humbles himself shall be exalted”. So when 

Jesus says “don’t let your left hand know what your right hand is doing” there’s a deeper 

meaning implied. When we’re doing something for the Kingdom with our “right hand” (meaning in the 
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public eye) we should do it covertly as if the “left hand” (the hidden away part of our heart) almost 

doesn’t know what the public right hand is doing.  

Now of course when you do something publicly for the Lord your hidden heart DOES know what 

you’re doing in the gaze of others. However, the point is that the secret inner part of our heart 

(represented by the hidden-away left hand) should be kept secure from any type of boasting or 

outward acknowledgment of what the outer part (right hand) of life is doing. The “hidden man of the 

heart” (1 Pet 3:4) needs to be guarded because it’s valuable in the sight of God. It’s almost as if the 

hidden person of the heart doesn’t even need to know what the outward Christian person is doing. 

Now of course it’s all inter-related, but I’m trying to convey an important spiritual truth here – and 

words often fail. 

Practically speaking, if we can try to restrain our outward Christian life in such a way that it’s done 

quietly, reservedly and with humility, then the inward person of the heart can thrive because it’s not 

being tempted to go along with the bragging and pride of the outer man of the flesh. We can (and 

must) do good works for the Lord, but in a quiet and measured way that doesn’t attract undue 

attention. Done in the right manner, any outward (right hand work) will then benefit those to whom we 

do something, but more importantly the secret (left hand work) will benefit ourselves due to the 

rewards we store up. “Store up for yourselves treasures in heaven” Matt 6:20. 

Jesus clearly says not to store up treasures on earth (the passing accolades of others) but store up 

everlasting rewards in heaven: “For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also”. When 

we act with reserve (without our left hand knowing what our right hand is doing) we avoid the 

enticement of hypocrisy, and we lay up priceless rewards in eternity. “Those who have been chosen 

of God should put on a heart of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience” Col 

3:12. 

The secret history we have with God by not bragging, boasting (either in word or deed) is something 

very precious. Today’s world is so “me” centred, and we’re strictly forbidden to conform to this world 

(Rom 12:2). One of the greatest acts we can do is to act humbly, with Holy Spirit led reserve, keeping 

quiet about how many people we’ve witnessed to, how many churches we’ve preached in, how often 

we’ve given money to kingdom works, how many churches we’ve founded, etc. The Father knows all 

that, so why brag about it to others, what’s the benefit in it? If we persist in such an attitude the only 

reward we’ll ever receive for doing it will be the fading admiration of other people. But God will not be 

impressed!  

He will be if you don’t let your left hand know what your right hand is doing. Do it for Him, not for your 

own self-aggrandisement, then when the time is right, He will reward what you’ve done in secret, and 

that reward and acknowledgement from Him will be in the public arena on the Day of Accountability 

and Rewards. “I, YHWH search the mind, I try the heart, to give to every man according to his 

ways, according to the fruit of his doings.” Jer 17:10. 

“Your Father who sees what is done in secret will reward you openly” (Matt 6:4). 

 

Grace in Messiah, 

Peter (The Issachar Ministry) 

See also this teaching 

 

 

https://www.issachar.org/post/2016/09/08/store-up-treasures-for-yourself
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The House of Holiness 
 

 

Peter McArthur 

All that God does is holy because it's His nature. He is a holy God doing holy things for a holy 
purpose. Holiness adorns everything He does. “Holiness adorns your house YHWH, forever” (Psa 
93:5).  Simply put, holiness means "to be separated" for divine use. 
  
We might say that God "built" the universe then separated part of it, the earth, for a particular holy 
function, to house Mankind. The very first "house" that God "built" was Adam. He was a man set aside 
for a special purpose in a special place. Note the 3-fold sequence in that: a special man in a special 
place for a special purpose.  
 
The Hebrew word used to describe Adam's creation is "yatsar" which has the understanding of "being 
formed with a predestined purpose". After Adam, God formed Eve (Gen 2:18-23). The Hebrew 
word describing her creation is "asah" which means "to work, to labour, to build, to construct, to 
refine". The idea is of God fashioning, and then refining, a created object. Biblically speaking, Eve 
was fashioned out of the separated holy man Adam to fulfil a holy function alongside him; she would 
“refine” the man. Interesting to note how that still happens in marriage! That’s a good case against 
same-sex marriage. 
  
So right from the beginning we see that the idea of "being separated" (made holy) is established. As 
new covenant believers we have been seeded by Abba, whose name here means "source". We are 
NOT of this world just as Jesus was not of this world (John 17:14). By the new birth we have been 
separated and made holy to our source, Abba Father. 
  
It's plain from this that our lives are meant to be a reflection of He who seeded us and who has 
separated us unto Himself.  Nothing less than holiness of life is required by God, and nothing less will 
get us through to maturity. Salvation is by grace; maturity is by our holy character. 
  
The House of the Lord is described as a "holy" house. This is a term which denotes those for whom 

it's being prepared. Only the holy will dwell in this House, for He for whom it is being built is The Holy 

One Himself! He is surrounded by holiness and the cry that incessantly goes up before Him is just 

that - Holy, holy, holy (Rev 4:8). 
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It was in the Holy of Holies, that God spoke from between the cherubim. “Now Moses....heard the 
voice of One speaking to him....from between the two cherubim” (Num 7: 89). In Hebrew the 
Most Holy Place was not a "place" at all, but a Person! It's better translated as the Holiness of all 
Holinessess! This describes a Person, not a place. 
  
The Father wants us in His House, close to Him, just like a natural son is close to his natural father. 
Jesus, who is THE Son has gone to be close to His Father, and since He is our forerunner (Heb 6:20) 
we also should expect to abide intimately with our Father. It's in the House where we find this 
intimacy, and those who understand intimacy and act intimately have a maturity about them. And it is 
mature people who make a way for God's presence. The more we grow into maturity the more we 
shall see God's presence remain amongst us. This is holiness! 
 
Too often in our modern church services we think that the presence of God will descend in our 
meetings by some kind of “anointing” or if the “atmosphere” (whatever that is!) is right, or if our faith or 
music or worship is “real”. First of all it’s got nothing to do with any of those things, for “where two or 
three have gathered in my name, I am there in their midst” (Matt 18:20). Second, when we do 
gather “in his name” (note the very specific condition), He will look upon the state of our hearts 
corporately, because we are a Body gathering as a unity.  
 
Note in the following text how Paul emphasises the ONENESS of it all.  
 

Therefore I the prisoner of the Lord, implore you to walk in a manner worthy of the 
calling with which you have been called, with all humility and gentleness, with 
patience, showing tolerance for one another in love, being diligent to preserve the 
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit, just as also 
you were called in one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God 
and Father of all who is over all and through all and in all (Eph 4:1-6). 

  
 
We are called to “worship YHWH in the beauty of holiness” (Psa 96:9). There’s a very special 
beauty when the brethren gather in an attitude of holy character knowing their holy calling and when 
they are diligent to “keep the unity of the Spirit” (Eph 4:3). 
 
So it's not God's desire that we only mature as individuals. It's His desire that we come to maturity as 
a body! All our striving and aiming for maturity must bear this in mind. We are not out to spiritually 
develop ourselves so we can be seen as great men and women of God. We're part of the Body and 
must work together to build a House of holiness, intimacy and maturity:   
 

So that we may grow up in all things into Him who is the head, Christ, from whom the 
whole body, joined and knit together by what every joint supplies, according to the 
effective working by which every part does its share, causes growth of the body for the 
edifying of itself in love (Eph 4:15-16). 

 
Whatever isn't holy in us needs dealing with (2 Cor 7:1). God wants His house to be adorned with 
beautiful and precious things (2 Chron 3:6 and 1 Cor 3:12). Even the ordinary stones of Solomon's 
Temple were covered with silver and gold! (1 Chron 29:4 and 2 Kgs 6:21-22). The purpose of these 
precious stones was for one thing - beauty! The House of Holiness is a thing of beauty unto the Lord 
(1 Chron 16:29 and Psa 27:4). Our lives of holy living need to reflect that beauty. 
  
This House is holy, separate from the patterns, order and looks of other houses. Nothing is the 
same as this House. Religion has tried to copy it, but because religion hasn't separated itself from 
the ways of the world, the pattern of that house is highly suspect. It's flawed and so can never truly be 
a house for God. Church tradition has established many models and patterns to build on, but in the 
end the structure it builds isn't according to God's unique pattern. We are not seeking to renew an 
existing pattern but to restore God's pattern. Therefore we must avoid religion and not build on its 
supposed foundation. God has given us one pattern to build on (1 Cor 3:11 and 1 Pet 2:6-7 and 
Eph 2:20) and it's from Him and for Him.  
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While the House is "for the Lord" it's also true that we too who are the living stones of this House must 
"be holy". Every part of our life (spirit, soul and body) must abide in this House. Every area of our life 
should be a testimony to the holiness of God's House. 
  
The issue we now face is whether or not we are living in holiness and intimacy with the Father, and 
how we should build on this foundation stone: “According to the grace of God which was given to 
me, as a wise master builder I have laid the foundation, and another builds on it. But let each 
one take heed how he builds on it” (1 Cor 3:10). Note what Paul stresses – “take heed how you 
build”. 
  
The end result of building the House of the Lord according to the revealed pattern, is that glory shall 
come upon it due to the unity of the living stones (1 Pet 2:4-6). You may have been in a church 
service where the pastor or worship leader says “let the glory fall Lord” or something like that. They 
beseech the Lord to send the glory and desperately want a manifestation of it. All good, but they seek 
it by wanting to create a spiritual atmosphere of some sort, as if that will manifest God’s presence. No 
it won’t, simply because it’s not according to the scriptural pattern. You can cry out for His particular 
presence in that way, all you want, but if there’s no unity among the brethren it will never happen. 
 
If we really want that expression of Him, there first needs to be unity among the living stones (1 Pet 
2:4-6), THEN you might indeed begin to know His presence in a very special way. It will never come 
by trying to whip up some kind of atmosphere or religious sensation among the people. There is a 
God-given condition, and we should stick by it – not attempt to manufacture any other sort of 
“experience”. 
 
So, building the House according to God's pattern creates "a divine order" which enables the Father's 
glory to be manifest through His Son's Body on earth. His House shall be one of glorious holiness 
and precious beauty. 
  

May it be so for us all when we assemble to worship Him. 
 
Peter McArthur 
The Issachar Ministry 
Oct 2019 
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The End starts like this 
 

 
Peter McArthur 

November 2019 

And I saw an angel flying in mid-heaven, having an eternal gospel to preach to those 
who live on the earth, to every nation and tribe and tongue and people; 

and he said with a loud voice, “Fear God, and give Him glory, 
because the hour of His judgment has come.” (Rev 14:6-7) 

 

The above verse was used daily in our chapel services at the Theological College I trained at, in 

Australia. I’ve always remembered it because of its concluding words “Fear God…for the hour of 

His judgement has come.” I have a feeling that not a lot of people will want to finish this article 

because it’s so unsettling. However we can’t just pick and choose which parts of Scripture we prefer, 

liking the better bits and ignoring the unpleasant ones. And while of course there’s a difference 

between what the Old and New Testaments tell us about certain things (like animal sacrifices for 

example), overall this one message is clear in both Testaments: God demands accountability for a 

Day of Reckoning. 

• “Each one of us will give an account of himself to God.” (Rom 14:12) 

• “We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, and each one will be 

recompensed for deeds done while in the body, according to what we have 

done whether good or bad.” (2 Cor 5:10) 

Not only will that be a time of great inward trembling for many, it will also be manifest in the natural 

realm too. A great quaking on the earth and in the heavenlies. 

Undeniably one of the aspects of the biblical End Time scenario deals with the physical upheaval that 

will befall the earth – and even the very universe. Hollywood of course has produced dozens of 

movies on this theme, mostly un-biblical. There are frightening scenarios of major earthquakes, 

stupendous waves wiping out coastal cities, asteroids hitting earth destroying most of humanity, 

super-bug plagues silently spreading their deadly diseases, etc – to say nothing of alien invaders! 
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If we believe the scriptural setting about the End Times, we can’t avoid noting the physical upheaval 

the Word says will also occur. Now while it’s quite reasonable to look at the social impact that will and 

is happening now (like same-sex marriage, legal abortion and increasingly, lawful euthanasia), we 

should also be vigilant and attentive to what Scripture says will happen physically to the planet.  

I don’t want to make this teaching a “populist sensationalist” article, but I do want to alert us to the 

events that will happen on the earth, in it, and even upon the universe itself. The Bible tells us that 

there will be a final day of judgment, not only for humankind but seemingly even for creation itself. 

These events include dramatic astronomical signs in the heavens, visible to everyone on the earth. 

One of the reasons they will be observable is to PROVE that God is real and true. Unbelievers and 

scoffers alive at the End, will be rocked to the very core of their soul. It will be violently distressing for 

them. All of their opinions will be shaken and found to be hollow and entirely undependable. 

Just in case you may not have seen all these verses in one place, here they are. I warn you, the 

staggering impact they might have could be un-nerving even for believers! 

(Joel 2:30-31) “And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth: blood and fire and 

pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon into blood before 

the great and terrible day of YHWH comes.” 

(Isa 24:18-20) “For the windows above are opened and the foundations of the earth shake. 

The earth is broken asunder, the earth is split through, the earth is shaken violently. 

The earth reels to and fro like a drunkard and it totters like a cottage, for its transgression 

is heavy upon it and it will fall, never to rise again.” 

(Isa 34:4) “And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled 

together as a scroll; and all their host shall fade away as the leaf fades from off the vine, and 

as a fading leaf from the fig-tree.”  

(Zech 14:4) “On that day his feet shall stand on the Mount of Olives that lies before Jerusalem 

on the east, and the Mount of Olives shall be split in two from east to west by a very 

wide valley, so that one half of the Mount shall move northward, and the other half 

southward.” 

(Matt 24:7-8) "Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and in various 

places there will be famines and earthquakes. But all these things are merely the beginning 

of birth pangs." 

(Matt 24:29) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun shall be darkened and 

the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven and the powers of 

the heavens shall be shaken.” 

(Luk 21:11) “There will be great earthquakes, and in various places plagues and famines; 

and there will be terrors and great signs from heaven.”  

(Luk 21:25-26) “There shall be signs in sun and moon and stars; and upon the earth 

distress of nations, in perplexity for the roaring of the sea and the billows; men fainting for 

fear, and for expectation of the things which are coming on the world, for the powers of the 

heavens shall be shaken.” 

(2 Pet 3:7) “The heavens and earth have been reserved for fire and are being kept for the 

day when ungodly people will be judged and destroyed.” 

(2 Pet 3:10-12) "The day of the Lord will come like a thief, in which the heavens will pass 
away with a roar and the elements will be destroyed with intense heat, and the earth 

https://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/Matt.%2024.4-8
https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Luke/21/25
https://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/2%20Pet.%203.10-12
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and its works will be burned up. Since all these things are to be destroyed in this way, 
what sort of people ought you to be in holy conduct and godliness, looking for and hastening 
the coming of the day of God, on account of which the heavens will be destroyed by 
burning and the elements will melt with intense heat!" 

(Rev 6:12-14) “And when he opened the sixth seal I looked and there was a great 
earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the whole moon became 
as blood; and the stars of the heaven fell to the earth, as a fig tree casts her unripe figs 
when she is shaken by a great wind. And the heaven was removed as a scroll when it is 
rolled up; and every mountain and island moved out of their place.” 

(Rev 20:11) "And I saw a great white throne and Him who sat upon it, from whose presence 
earth and heaven fled away, and no place was found for them." 

(Rev 21:1) "And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first 
earth passed away, and there is no longer any sea." 

No wonder people will “faint with fear” (Luke 21:26) and “cry out for the hills to cover them” (Rev 

6:15). All this will be so mind-numbing and terrifying that people’s hearts will give way, their minds will 

be in deep despair and they’ll be traumatized beyond belief. It will be absolutely terrifying. 

You may have seen people on TV who’ve just been through an earthquake for the first time, say how 

unsettling it was and how they panicked, feeling totally un-nerved. Well, multiply that ten thousand 

times and you may get a sense of how dramatic it will be.  

“People will faint from fear and apprehension because of the things that are to come on 

the world, because the powers of heaven will be shaken.” (Luke 21:26) 

In this verse “fear” literally means “to breath out the soul” and comes from a phrase meaning “to be 

put in fear, exceedingly so”. This fear reaction is so real that a person can actually be scared to 

death. When we’re faced with a life-threatening situation our nervous system uses adrenaline to 

transmit signals to parts of our body thus activating what’s called the “fight-or-flight” response. The 

chemical is very toxic in large amounts and quickly damages internal organs like the heart, kidneys, 

lungs and liver. Doctors believe that nearly all sudden death-events are caused by such damage to 

the heart. 

So there you have it; “People will faint from fear…because of the things that are to come on 

the earth”.  

One reason God will use these natural disasters is to bring people to their knees. His love for them 

will still be available, but as He knows the hearts of humanity, He also knows many will curse Him 

rather than cry out for mercy. Natural catastrophes are the most unsettling of all calamities because 

they are beyond our control. We might be able to deal somewhat with plagues, even put out raging 

bush fires but there’s no way we can halt earthquakes, stop the sun from giving light, or asteroids 

from showering the earth en-masse. These terrifying shakings will petrify people’s minds and they 

themselves will shake with uncontrollable dread. It will be frightening beyond our present 

comprehension with a complete unravelling of our normal social fabric, with widespread natural 

calamities. 

When the ground beneath you is violently tossing and moving, the sky seemingly being “ rolled up 

like a scroll”, the heavens start to dissolve with intense heat, and people around you screaming 

with panic – you can image the absolute horror of it. All this on top of nation fighting against nation, 

with all the political, social and anarchy it brings. 

 

https://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/Rev.%2021.1
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“There shall be signs in sun and moon and stars; and upon the earth distress of 

nations, in perplexity for the roaring of the sea and the billows; men fainting for fear for 

expectation of the things which are coming on the world, for the powers of the heavens 

shall be shaken.” (Luke 21:25-26). 

To be fair, many commentators say that these “signs” are figurative and symbolic of the great Jewish 

political and social upheaval at the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 onto the centuries that would 

follow. This is usual for most commentaries, particularly prior to the foundation of the modern state of 

Israel in 1948. So while we need some humility about interpreting this (because it’s a case of not 

knowing for certain) perhaps we should be more open to admit that Jesus was speaking literally.  

Once you start using scripture metaphorically you have to be VERY careful knowing when to stop 

treating it as such. Besides that, the use of imagery and symbolism needs to adhere to a strict 

convention, otherwise you end up jumping from a literal to symbolic usage in the very same verse! 

Such an approach shows a blatant bias of scholarly misuse and evidences the confusion the person 

already has about the subject. Face value interpretation is nearly always the best option, unless it’s 

strikingly obvious the text is figurative. For example in Mark 9:45-47 Jesus says:  

“If your foot causes you to stumble cut it off; it is better for you to enter life lame than 

having your two feet to be cast into hell and if your eye causes you to stumble throw it 

out; it is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than having two eyes, 

to be cast into hell.” 

Jesus says we should do this, but how many blind and legless people do you see around you! No, the 

text in Mark is not to be taken at face value, it’s quite obviously figurative. This was a common 

teaching method used by Rabbis in Jesus’ day. To overstate a saying was not regarded as being 

misleading but used to make a dramatic and strong point. The hearers of Jesus’ time would’ve 

understood this; it’s we in our century who often get the meaning mixed up. 

So it seems the immediate reference in Luke 21:25-26 could have been about the destruction of 

Jerusalem in AD 70, but its ultimate far-reaching reference is to Christ’s final coming and the End 

Times. Quite a number of End Time prophetic sayings have this two-fold aspect – one with an 

impending event in mind, and another meant for the latter days. It needs discernment, a bit of study, 

and guidance from the Spirit to know the difference. But once you get the hang of it, it works fairly 

well. Just don’t be too smug about your own interpretation and view! 

About the earthquakes 

In Scripture there’s a pattern about earthquakes relating to significant aspects of Christ’s life and 

ministry. 

A prophesy about the Second Coming. “In that day His (Christ’s) feet will stand on the 
Mount of Olives…the Mount will be split in its middle from east to west by a very large 
valley, so that half of the mountain will move toward the north and the other half 
toward the south.” (Zech 14:4) 

The Crucifixion. “The veil of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom; and the earth 

shook, and the rocks were split.” (Matt 27:51) 

The Resurrection. “And a severe earthquake occurred, for an angel of the Lord 

descended from heaven and came and rolled away the stone and sat upon it.” (Matt 

28:2) 
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Future. “And the temple of God which is in heaven was opened; and the ark of His 

covenant appeared in His temple, and there were flashes of lightning and sounds and 

peals of thunder and an earthquake and a great hailstorm.” (Rev 11:19) 

Future. “I looked when He broke the sixth seal, and there was a great earthquake; the 
sun became black as sackcloth made of hair, and the whole moon became like blood.” 
(Rev 6:12) 

 
Future. “The angel took the censer and filled it with the fire of the altar and threw it to 
the earth; and there followed peals of thunder and sounds and flashes of lightning and 
an earthquake.” (Rev 8:5) 
 
Future. “And in that hour there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell; 
seven thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the rest were terrified and 
gave glory to the God of heaven.” (Rev 11:13) 
 
Future. “There were flashes of lightning and sounds and peals of thunder; and a great 
earthquake, such as there had not been since man came to be upon the earth, so great 
an earthquake was it, and so mighty.” (Rev 16:18) 

 

It’s also interesting to note how often the Voice of God and angels are associated with earthquakes. 

In Revelation, John wrote of a futuristic “great earthquake” associated with the opening of the sixth 

seal (Rev 6:12). This earthquake will not be the final “big one” but the precursor to the greatest 

earthquake ever. The “big one” will happen when the seventh bowl is poured out (Rev 16:16-20). This 

future “Armageddon earthquake” of verse 18 (sometimes called “the Messiah’s earthquake) is related 

to the return of Christ to Jerusalem (Acts 1:11 and Zech 14:4). When this happens it will cause severe 

geologic changes on a worldwide scale. After God’s voice (Rev 16:17) shakes the earth (Heb 12:26) 

with such astonishing geologic changes, His saints will receive a “kingdom which cannot be moved” 

(Heb 12:26-29). All this might seem figurative, but a close reading of the Revelation texts linked to the 

Acts 1:11 indicates this to be a literal event – you cannot split the two and still have integrity. We need 

to be honest about it.  

Before these last great quakes happen though, He will use other earthquakes to capture our attention.  

“For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and in various 
places there will be famines and earthquakes. But all these things are merely the 
beginning of birth pangs.” (Matt 24:7-8) 

 

When you read the above text it seems to indicate that increasing earthquakes (along with famines) 

are major signs of the End. However according to some scientists, earthquakes are not actually 

increasing at all. Of course you might say that the worldly experts are out to trick us – but let’s not get 

too much into conspiracy here. We should be honest enough to check things out before we jump the 

gun. According to scientists (UK) some research shows earthquakes don’t seem to be on the increase 

at all; it’s just that our reporting of them in the media is much better. You’ll need discernment about 

that!  Whatever the actual truths are about earthquakes being on the increase or not, the point is that 

they are indicators of the start of things, but not signs of the closeness of the actual end. 

Most of us have read in Matthew 24 of the “earthquakes in divers (various, many) places” and 

probably thought it meant more and more earthquakes. But that’s not what it plainly says. Jesus 

Himself told us that when these things start it’s not the End, but simply the “beginning of birth 

pangs” (verse 8). He didn’t say they would increase, just that when they’re observable in various 

places, it would be a sign of the beginning of travail (odin = birth pains). 

https://www.icr.org/bible/Revelation/6/12
https://www.icr.org/bible/Revelation/16/16-20
https://www.icr.org/bible/Acts/1/9-11
https://www.icr.org/bible/Hebrews/12/26
https://www.icr.org/bible/Hebrews/12/27-29
http://www.earthquakes.bgs.ac.uk/research/earthquakeActivity.html
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The word odin means birth-pangs and Jews used the same phrase in earlier writings to describe the 

sufferings of the Messiah which were to come before He arrived. This phrase has been so 

misunderstood to imply that pain of various sorts would increase steadily in time, just as earthquakes 

do. When Paul used this same metaphor in Romans 8:18–25 his understanding of creation’s pain was 

not that anguish would grow steadily worse, but that the present period of suffering should provoke in 

us an eager longing for the consummation of the coming age. This is quite often the point of many 

scriptures, not simply to inform us of something, but also to cause us to reflect and then respond to 

what truth is being stated.  

“For we know that the whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth 
together until now. And not only this, but also we ourselves, having the first fruits of 
the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption 
as sons, the redemption of our body. (Rom 8:22-23) 

 

The author of Hebrews sees a similar hope, not in anticipating a future sign of ever-increasing 

earthquakes, but in the coming of a sudden and final cosmic cataclysm producing a “kingdom which 

cannot be shaken” (Heb 12:28). So looking at this accurately, these troubles and disasters are not 

simply signs of The End, but the hope of a glorious and eternal beginning. It’s somewhat ironic that 

verses we usually think refer to The End of Things actually point to the very opposite – the heralding 

of a New Beginning! 

In scripture these earth-shaking powers are likened to the cataclysmic event at the time of Noah’s 

flood (2 Pet 3:6). We are told this is to happen one more time (Hag 2:6; Heb 12:26). This "one more 

time" is the convergence of all these End Time events at the "great and terrible day of YHWH" (Joel 

2:31; 2 Thess chpt 2; Rev 6:12 and 16:18). 

It’s quite clear that earthquakes have been used by God to highlight some of the most central events 

of Scripture. He uses these as signs of His judgment, His deliverance for His people, and also His 

desire to instruct and communicate. God the Creator uses earthquakes to emphasize the importance 

of a momentous event – He wants to make a point, but do we get it? 

We may realise it’s God as the earthquakes are actually happening or perhaps just after, but do we 
take note when it’s prophesied well beforehand? I certainly hope so, because the quakes and their 
aftermath yet to come, are extremely chilling.  

“There will be great earthquakes; and in various places plagues and famines; and 

there will be terrors; and great signs from heaven” (Luk 21:11). 

Note the sequence of events described here. First, earthquakes. “Great” is mega meaning “the 
greatest or exceedingly great”. When talking about “great earthquakes” this refers to monster quakes! 
Second, plagues and famines (in that order – plagues are usually followed by famine). Third, terrors. 
This word “terror” is only found once in the New Testament. It’s not confined to “sights” only but also 
refers to “fearful things” (Luk 21:11). Fourth, great signs from heaven.  

Earthquakes, plagues and famines we have some idea of, but not so the “terrors” and “great signs 
from heaven”. These are pretty scary topics. What’s important to understand is this all happens in 
sequence. 

Sequences are very important in Scripture and here we have a laid-out order starting with 

earthquakes and leading to terrifying signs from heaven. If the earthquakes weren’t bad enough to get 

your attention, the things that follow will be with a greater intensity leading up to perhaps the most 

extreme natural event of all – the stars will fall!  Scripture doesn’t tell us of awful events to frighten us, 

but in fact to cause the opposite to happen, hopefully – that we might heed its truth and correctly 

respond (repent) to what is happening. The following section will show us why this will be so. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Haggai+2%3A6&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews+12%3A26&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Joel+2%3A31&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+6%3A12&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+16%3A18&version=NKJV
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The stars falling 

Water was at the creation of the first world, Fire will be present at the re-Creation of the next world. 

There’s always a sequence of harmony in what God does. So now we’re introduced to the next phase 

of what happens near the End – the stars will fall, literally it seems. 

“The second angel sounded (his trumpet), and something like a great mountain blazing 

with fire was thrown into the sea; and a third of the sea became blood, and a third of 

the creatures which were in the sea and had life, died; and a third of the ships were 

destroyed.” (Rev 8:8-9). 

“A mountain (from space) falling into the sea.” This sounds rather far-fetched doesn’t it. Now while the 

text doesn’t actually say the “mountain” comes from space, since this Second Trumpet section (Rev 

8:8) is part of the whole Trumpets narrative (Rev 8:6-13) they all have a common link. That link is to 

do with objects falling onto the earth. 

 (First angel trumpet) “There came hail and fire, mixed with blood, and they were 

thrown to the earth; and a third of the earth was burned up.” (verse 7) 

 “The second angel sounded (his trumpet), and something like a great mountain 

blazing with fire was thrown into the sea.” (verse 8) 

 (Third angel trumpet) “A great star fell from heaven, burning like a torch.” (verse 10) 

So if we examine the preceding (1st) trumpet and the following (3rd) trumpet, we find that both are 
about objects in space, or coming from there. Therefore it’s reasonable to conclude that the Second 
trumpet scenario about a “mountain of fire” (verse 8) also comes from space. A great asteroid 
perhaps? 

• A bit of science to put this into perspective: Asteroids are very large pieces of space rock 
compared to the smaller meteoroids. When a meteoroid enters the earth’s atmosphere and 
vaporizes it becomes a meteor, what we call a shooting star. Meteors are not heated by 
friction as commonly thought, but by something called “ram pressure”. A meteor compresses 
air in front of it and this air heats up, in turn igniting the rock.  

• Asteroids cannot catch fire in outer space (no oxygen), and they only look like they’re on fire 
as they enter earth’s atmosphere. As they get closer, they meet air resistance, ignite and 
vaporise.  

• The latest physics shows that when an asteroid enters the atmosphere (depending on the 
size) it actually intensifies in strength and continues to explode as it rips through the 
atmosphere, creating super-sonic winds and fireballs (hence the 1908 Tunguska and 2013 
Chelyabinsk devastations in Russia). This builds more momentum and the fire accelerates. 
See this link for the science behind this. 

• So imagine a very large asteroid the size of a small hill or mountain coming into the 
atmosphere and striking the sea (Rev 8:8). Utter wide-ranging devastation. Perhaps this 

matches the “blazing fire” described in Revelation chapter 8. 

Now we see why John in his vision saw something that “looked like” a mountain blazing with fire. 
That’s how he interpreted it, but his vision was probably that of a great asteroid. Now we continue on 
with the fourth trumpet vision John received. 

 (Fourth trumpet) “A third of the sun and a third of the moon and a third of the stars 

were struck, so that a third of them would be darkened and the day would not shine.” 
(verse 12). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUnaDcLQYxA
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Fire will be God’s tool at the End. Fire from the earth’s core (volcanoes) and even the fire from falling 
asteroids. Interestingly God used water as a tool of judgement at the Flood, but next He will use fire. 
And while there’s no mention of fire in Genesis, there’s also no mention of flooding as one of the 
methods of judgment at the End (despite what climate-changers insist). Certainly there’ll probably be 
a rise in sea levels, etc, but God will not use huge tsunamis and Hollywood style mountains of water. 
Water way back then, but next will come the Fire. 

The heavens rolled up 

I’ve always been captivated by these texts: “The heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll” (Isa 
34:4); and “Heaven was removed as a scroll when it is rolled up” (Rev 6:12). 

Of course it’s rather dramatic imagery and probably meant to be like that. We know very little about 
the actual structure of space (the heavens) so it may well be that outer space as we now recognize it 
may well “move” in a way as to seemingly “roll up”. I’m no scientist but I would think (taking these 
verses as literal) there could be a “gathering” or “rolling” up of space as we see it from our earthly 
perspective. Who knows!   

Science has given us something of a suggestion here with a statement back in 2016 that “the 
universe is flat” (see this link). Whether that’s the actual truth or not doesn’t really matter. The 
scripture tells us it will look like a parchment scroll being rolled, so as people on earth look up, they 
will see a kind of gathering of space, the planets and stars, indeed the universe itself, being rolled up. 
“Rolled up like a scroll” literally means “separated from its place”.  

Interestingly, years before this 2016 announcement by NASA scientists, I came across an article by a 
Christian who believed there was “science” to prove the earth was flat. Having read his article I was 
quite sure he’d misused science to prove his particular odd theological point. So I didn’t pay much 
attention to it, but next morning I had one of those sudden God invasive “revelations”. 

These are relatively uncommon for me and I’ve probably only had about twelve such revelations in my 
50 past years as a believer. Anyway, as I sat at my desk the next day a “voice” spoke into my spirit 
quite clearly and compellingly, as if to make an emphatic point. The voice simply but firmly said “The 
earth is round, the universe isn’t”. I pondered it briefly then wrote it down in my notepad and forgot 
about it. Some years later when I came across the NASA report it jolted my memory. I was quite 
taken aback. 

Note that the voice didn’t say “the universe was flat” it just intimated it wasn’t round. Ipso facto, 
perhaps it was “flat”. These verses may also give some weight to this idea:  

• “Covering Yourself with light as with a cloak, stretching out heaven like a 
curtain.” (Psa 104:2) 

• “It is He who sits above the circle of the earth (not a flat earth!), and its 
inhabitants are like grasshoppers, He who stretches out the heavens like a 
curtain and spreads them out like a tent to dwell in.” (Isa 40:22) 

• “It is I who made the earth and created man upon it. I stretched out the heavens 
with My hands and I ordained all their host.” (Isa 45:12) 

• “Thus declares YHWH who stretches out the heavens, lays the foundation of 
the earth, and forms the spirit of man within him.” (Zech 12:1) 

• “You Lord in the beginning laid the foundation of the earth, and the heavens are 
the works of Your hands. They will perish but You remain, and they all will 
become old like a garment, and like a garment You will roll them up; like 
garment they will also be changed. But You are the same and Your years will 
not come to an end.” (Heb 1:10-12) 

So maybe, just maybe, the heavens which have been stretched out by the Creator like a curtain or 
garment, can easily be “rolled up like a scroll” by Him. Now I’m not saying just because I “heard” a 
voice within me that you should take it as gospel truth! No way. But I am saying that on the other 

https://www.space.com/34928-the-universe-is-flat-now-what.html
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dozen or so times that “voice” has given me direction, correction and insight it’s always proven to be 
accurate, necessary and in perfect timing. It comes to me very sharply and almost confronting. 

The insight always comes unexpectedly but with a firmness that immediately captures my attention. 
The revelation is always short, to the point and without any comment about what it means. Yet 
instinctively I “know” what the revelation is about, and the depth of understanding it brings to me. 
Besides that, during my 55 years as a believer I’ve come to know that Voice well – as so many of us 
do when we know by experience, it’s Him. 

I recognize it’s all a bit subjective, but I’m simply throwing my understanding out there for 

encouragement. Maybe the universe is indeed “flat” somehow, and God the Creator will effortlessly 

roll it up together as part of His End Time plan. Either way, if all the other natural catastrophes are 

real and not simply figurative, then the “rolling up” of the heavens will be a very dramatic event. 

Perhaps even THE most dramatic natural catastrophe. 

The Divine Harmony at work 

By now you may think this article is simply a teaching about “the Last Things” but it’s more about the 

“Things yet to Come”. From the very beginning God has set a pattern, a divine harmony that would 

follow through the rest of scripture. Hence, we find that although the End Times will be very 

catastrophic (a judgment of darkness) it does lead to something better (the light of the Heavenly City). 

Darkness will indeed encompass the earth, but a new morning awaits after. 

Scripture doesn’t end in dismal failure nor does it simply reveal to us a doctrine of the Last Things. It 

actually concludes with a great mystery of wonder; a wonder for the glory to come of a yet unrealised 

future in Christ’s presence (1 Cor 2:9). Over-arching all this is the Father’s grand purpose in which He 

uses a divine harmony of sequences to initiate and then conclude His plan. 

While humans usually work from daybreak to nightfall (light to darkness), God has a different 

sequence. He works from Darkness then onto Light. It was so at the beginning, and in the great 

harmony of God, it will be the same at the End. Genesis shows us this creative sequence put into 

action. 

The earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep, and 
the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. Then God said, "Let there 
be light"; and there was light. God saw that the light was good; and God separated the 
light from the darkness. God called the light day, and the darkness He called night. 
And there was evening and there was morning, one day (Gen 1:2-5). 

 

Note how darkness came first, before the light (verse 2) and that God declared evening came first 

followed by the morning - “there was evening and there was morning” (verse 5, 8, 13, 19, 23 and 

31). In each successive creative act when He formed the “days” it started with an “evening” 

(darkness). Our wise Creator worked from evening to morning, and still does in some sense. Even 

today the Jews still regard the new day beginning at sunset, while in the West we tend to say it starts 

at either midnight or sunrise next morning. 

In terms of what we’ve been reading about the End of the Universe, note how the order of divine 

harmony operates. For example, Water was at the creation of the first world, Fire will be present at 

the re-Creation of the next world. Interestingly there’s no mention of “fire” at the creation, and there’s 

no mention of “water as punishment” at the end. There’s always a progressive sequence of harmony 

in what God does. 
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Likewise, just as Jesus the Logos (Word) was at the beginning of Creation (2 Pet 3: 5) so also He, as 

the Logos will be there at the End (2 Pet 3:7) - “by the Word of God the heavens existed long ago” 

(verse 5) and “by His Word the present heavens and earth are being reserved for fire”(verse 7). 

Instigator and Finisher. Creator and Consummator. 

Genesis, the beginning of scripture is paralleled by the end of scripture, Revelation. Right from the 

start God has introduced this pattern and it unfolds again and again. For example at the beginning 

there was a garden, and at the End there’ll be a garden. At the beginning there was a deceiver 

speaking a lie (the snake) and at the end there’ll be another deceiver speaking (the Beast). In 

Genesis there is the entry of sin, and in Revelation there is the end of sin. And on it goes. 

I just love these divine sequences and patterns that flow majestically through the Word. Once you 

begin to see them, you’ll start coming across them time and time again. It can be quite exhilarating to 

see how God’s harmony unfolds and how it encourages and enriches your spirit to actually “know” He 

has purposed everything and will bring His plan to a glorious conclusion! 

It’s one thing to pick a special verse to encourage yourself about all this, such as Eph 1:0-10 “He 

made known to us the mystery of His will…the summing up of all things in Christ, things in the 

heavens and things on the earth.” It’s quite another thing to see how many verses show His 

harmony at work in knitting things together. So here is a link to what I’ve collected over the years to 

show the Divine Parallels and Harmony of how the Father works His work. Be encouraged! 

Yes, the end times judgments will be devastating in the extreme. Yet the Lord warned that if He didn’t 

bring them to a close at His appointed time, not one person would survive them (Matt 24:22). 

However, for the sake of us the elect, He will bring them to a proper and fitting closure - and when He 

does the restoration of Earth will begin. What an event that will be, and it will put all the distressing 

lead-up calamities into their proper perspective. 

 

__________________________________________ 

 

The question all this begs is: Where are we now with God? How is our standing in Him? Are we 

prepared, and how faithful are we living for Him?  

May He grant us a particular grace to be on watch, stand firm, and work while there is still light (John 

9:4). As always, the Word gives us a practical application to whatever may befall us personally or 

corporately. In regard to the End Time scenario Jude encourages us: 

Beloved, build yourselves up in your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, keep 

yourselves in the love of God, and wait expectantly for the mercy of our Lord Jesus 

Christ unto eternal life. (Jude verses 20-21). 

 

Amen to that, and grace in Messiah to you. 

Peter McArthur 

 

 

 

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/bd0e41_0723e359e76e47b1921f9fb3829f2d8c.pdf
https://biblia.com/bible/niv/Matt.%2024.22
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God wants our company 

 

One thing is certain in the Bible: in spite of our sin and failures, God wants our company. He certainly 

doesn’t need it or depend on it, but according to Scripture He wants it! Scripture is a story of God’s 

desire to be close to the pinnacle of His creative work. Right from the beginning of Scripture (Gen 3:8) 

to the very close of it (Rev 21:3), God makes His dwelling place amongst us. It’s a golden thread of 

pure delight. 

Repeatedly He’s indicated His yearning to dwell with us. This beautiful thread of intimacy winds its 

way back and forth through the many stories we find in the Bible. Sometimes it’s strong and distinct – 

like in the Garden of Eden. Sometimes it’s broken and shocking – like Israel’s many idolatries. But 

always our Father took the necessary steps to knot the broken thread back together when our sin 

broke it. 

It’s always there, this wondrous inexplicable Golden Thread, waiting to resurface into a glorious truth. 

He actually desires our company! 

• In Eden, He walked with Adam and Eve.  

• In the Wilderness, He led Israel by fire and cloud.  

• In the Tent and Temple, He dwelt in a cloud of Glory. 

• And of course, in Jesus, He came and lived among us. 
 
Jesus would even be given a special name to highlight this wonder, Emmanuel: God with us (Matt 

1:23 and compare Isa 7:14).  

God would walk and talk as a Man; He would even experience ridicule, misunderstanding, even 

temptation (but without yielding to it). 

The Messiah would be born into the human race as a Son, yet mysteriously (and importantly) keeping 

His divine nature intact. 

He would be born in a small rather insignificant place called Bet-Lehem (Bethlehem) meaning “the 

house of bread”. How appropriate that Jesus would later call Himself “the bread of life” (John 6:35). 

As a side note, Bet-Lehem can also be translated as “house of battle”. Either way, what a fitting place 

for the Messiah (both the Bread of Life and the ultimate Victor) to be born among men! 

We know where He was born, but when was He born? At this time of year many people throughout 

the world will be celebrating “Christmas”, but most probably the Messiah wasn’t born on December 

25th for a variety of reasons (see here and here). Quite likely it was more likely to have been 

sometime between September to October. 

https://www.truthortradition.com/articles/was-jesus-born-on-december-25th-or-early-september-2
https://carm.org/jesus-christ/on-what-day-month-was-jesus-born
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If that’s the case, it’s highly significant because that time of the year is the Jewish Feast of 

Tabernacles (or Booths). Like all Jews at the time of Jesus, He would’ve spent 33 years of His earthly 

life living for a week outside under a temporary dwelling booth (tabernacle), called a “sukkah”. 

So there’s a remarkable connection between the Jewish practice of “tabernacling” in a temporary 

dwelling place, and God in Jesus dwelling temporarily among us in a human body. How wonderfully 

fitting that He who would dwell with mankind, should be born among men as God’s people dwelt in 

booths. 

Now whether or not you adhere to the view that Jesus was born during or near the season of the 

Feast of Tabernacles, you can see the connection of what “tabernacling” means in the context of 

Christ’s birth (John 1:14 – “and the Word became flesh and tabernacled among us”).  

As well, in John 7:37Jesus seemed to reinforce this connection when He deliberately took the Feast 

of Tabernacles as an opportunity to speak about Himself.  

Always it is God’s desire to have a close relationship with His people – to dwell with us – and so to 

begin that special dwelling at the season of the Feast of Tabernacles (also referred to as “the Feast of 

Indwelling”) is indeed spiritually appropriate. 

Perhaps for some people it doesn’t really matter on what precise day Jesus was born, yet I can’t help 

but contemplate if there’s something wonderfully significant about what season He was truly born in. 

What does matter is that God’s purpose and plan for us is all tied up with the concept of “dwelling.” 

That He should want to dwell with us, so that we in turn should spend an eternity dwelling back with 

Him. This is God’s final stage of the dwelling programme – Eternity.  

God has already taken the first step in bridging the wide divide between Him and us. But we must 

next take the final step, of accepting Him through His son Jesus. Love in action. 

“This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down His life for us” (1 John 3:16). 

So we come to a summary of all this. 

This is how Max Lucado put it. “He humbled Himself. He went from commanding angels, to sleeping 

in straw; from holding stars, to clutching Mary’s finger. The palm that held the universe, took the nail 

of a soldier. Why? Because that’s what love does”.  

 

_____________________ 

 

Be blessed as you remember this season, the wonder of a God who loves you so very much He 

desires to be in company with you!  

Peter McArthur 
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Truth will separate you 

 

 

Here is a reality: If you believe the Truth, people will mock you. If you speak the Truth, people 

will deride you. If you stand up for Truth, people will kill you. 

We see this right throughout Scripture, and indeed in life itself, but primarily we see it in the life of 

Jesus. The thing about “Truth” is that it will always cause a separation, disconnecting you from family, 

friends and even society. Being a Truth-bearer will most likely isolate you, cause you consternation, 

and cost you an awful lot. It can be a lonely walk, being a Truth-bearer. As you walk through life 

standing up as a witness to Truth, trouble will come your way. Most of us know this already in various 

ways. 

Truth is a fundamental aspect of being a follower of Jesus, so if we don’t believe in it wholly, or only in 

certain parts of it, problems will arise. Foundations get shaken, stability is threatened, lives become 

confused, morality breaks down, and futures are threatened.  

Now for us as followers of Jesus, our foundation is Him, simply because He is “the Way, the TRUTH, 

and the Life” (John 14:6). In the Greek this is made stronger by emphasizing the phrase this way: 

Jesus said, “I am the Way, and I am the Truth, and I am the Life”. It’s like He repeats it in a three-fold 

manner, emphasizing each aspect. “I am….and I am….and I am”. 

You will notice that it is Truth that holds the other two aspects in harmony, because Truth is found in 

the middle of the phrase. The way, the Truth, the Life. It is central, binding the Way and the Life, 

together. It is the cement of the other two. 

This is very important, especially in relation to the End Times, because one of the most critical End 

Time characteristics will be the need for Wisdom. Without this many will flounder in the dark days that 

are ahead. It’s taken for granted that faith and trust in our God are absolutely vital, because they 

serve as a solid foundation to stand on, but we’ll also need Wisdom in order to know what to do and 

how to act in certain End Time scenarios. 

The other related characteristic will be the need to hold onto the revealed Truth of Scripture. It can be 

so easy when things are going well, or fairly well, to stand on the Truths of Scripture (like “God is my 

help in time of need” – e.g. Heb 4:16) but it’s quite another to proclaim this to yourself and believe it 

deep down as an eternal truth, when all around you is trying to get you to disbelieve it.  
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Satan works hard at this to shake us. In fact he’s so much against Truth that Jesus calls him “the 

father of LIES” (John 8:44). Satan is THE Liar, the phrase is a word for someone who is an agent of 

a conscious falsehood. Satan knew he was delivering a falsehood, and he still does. 

This means he is the source of all lies, particularly THE lie. The very first lie recorded in Scripture is 

the “half-truth/lie” in Genesis when the serpent said to Eve “You surely will not die” and “You will be 

like God knowing good and evil”. (Gen 3:4-5).  

That was THE lie, and from that point onwards the attack against Truth was set into action, and we’ve 

been challenged, attacked and hounded by Satan ever since. The upside, the antidote if you like, to 

this is of course found in Jesus: “the truth is in Jesus” (Eph 4:21). 

As a side note, see what Revelation says:  

“As for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for murderers, the sexually 

immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion will be in the lake that burns 

with fire and sulphur, which is the second death.” (Rev 21:7-8). 

Most people think that if you’ve ever told a lie you’ll end up in the lake of fire. Being a liar just doesn’t 

seem to fit in with the other big immoral acts of being a murderer, idolater, etc does it? But in this 

verse being a “liar” isn’t simply about fibbing, it’s about spreading THE lie referred to in Genesis 

chapter 3.  

Also Rev 22:15 – “Outside are the dogs and the sorcerers and the immoral persons and 

the murderers and the idolaters, and everyone who loves and practices lying”. 

There are protagonists for THE Truth, compared with propagandists for THE Lie. It started like this, 

and it will end like this. THE Truth compared to THE Lie; Jesus or Satan; being a Truth-bearer or 

being a Liar. 

So if you persist in spreading THE lie of Satan (whether you’re aware of it or not) you will most 

certainly be judged accordingly!  New Agers, satanists, cultists and false religionists, take note. While 

all these have and still do lie about such truths as Jesus being Divine, His sacrificial death, the 

Judgement to come, etc, this lying will especially be notable in the doctrinal lies of the Antichrist. 

Today one of the most ridiculous lies about the truth is the trendy New Age saying that “the only truth 

there is, is that there is no truth”. What a foolish nonsense! This is nothing more than an illogical 

cultural relativism gone wild that wants to deny any type of absolute truth, by saying “there is no 

absolute truth”, yet that very saying is presented as an absolute!  

 

______________________________________________ 

 

Practicalities. Truth is a foundation, so we are to live a life in habitual consistency with THE Truth, 

as much as we can. Certainly the enemy will try to sway us, shift us off centre, and challenge our 

stand for Truth, but we’re called to be Truth-bearers and disseminators of His Truth. 

Truth is a revelation from God Himself. You can search for it, but you must first desire truth (even if 

you’re not quite sure you are desiring it!).  

“Yahweh is righteous in all His ways and kind in all His deeds. Yahweh is near to all 
who call upon Him, to all who call upon Him in truth.” (Psalm 145:17-18) 
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Searching for spiritual truth is quite different from being a recipient of truth. In one sense Truth cannot 

be searched for by us and found, rather it is given. It is given to us by a loving God, a Father who 

sees our heart’s intent for truth and graciously grants it to us as a gift. 

This is exactly how I came to faith in Christ, as a lost teenager looking for an explanation to life, where 

was I heading, what’s it all about. All the fairly normal teenage questions! I had no knowledge of God, 

no Christian environment, and no religious basis to my life whatsoever.  

Yet out of nowhere the Father graciously GAVE me a very specific dream and told me to repent. He 

told me to change my way of thinking and attend to my conduct of life (the actual meaning of 

“repent”).  

I obeyed, I did what He told me to do – and wonderfully, even without a single person witnessing to 

me or explaining the Gospel, I was saved and transformed from darkness into light, from death to life, 

from a lie into the truth. That was 54 years ago and I’m still going strong in all He gave me. Hallelujah! 

I share this because I want you to know that Truth is a given thing. You can search for it, seek it out 

and try to hunt it down, but the timing of it’s revealing to you is only by the Father’s hand. He will 

choose the moment of revelation. Our part in this is to keep on searching, keep on waiting, and to be 

diligent in our desire. 

Now in this I’m really referring to those who don’t yet know Christ. This is how many of us came to 

faith. We were looking for something but probably didn’t know it would lead to Him. We may have 

gone into New Age things, into false religion, into drugs or whatever in our search. But inside there 

was this consistent desire to keep on searching – until He found us! 

Some people might ask why it took so long for them to arrive at the Truth, to find Jesus who is Truth. 

Well, sorry I have no explanation for that mystery of God’s timing. But what I do know is that He 

knows! He knows and coordinates the most perfect timing. 

Our part in this is that upon receiving the gift of Truth (about Jesus in particular) we need to respond 

to it, and to honour it. Most believers in Christ obviously respond to Him quickly, but it saddens me 

that not many honour and treasure it enough. It’s so very important to understand that when Truth 

comes to us by a given revelation, we should honour it by acknowledging that we haven’t made it 

happen – it was given! 

Yes, we may treasure Jesus so very much because he’s saved us, anointed us and written our 

names in the Book of Life. But as time goes on it can be easy to let slip honouring “how” it all came to 

us – as a beautiful revelation given at the most appropriate time in our life, by an all-knowing Father 

who knew our heart’s desire for that precise moment. 

 

So as you grow in the Lord, whenever you receive a fresh revelation of Truth from Him, please don’t 

forget to thank Him, and to honour what you’ve received. It may be a new and fresh insight as you 

read Scripture, or a word from Him to encourage you, or a brother or sister speaking into your life. In 

whatever form it comes, honour it and by doing so you will lift up His Name! 

Interestingly I’ve found that when you honour the receiving of some new insight, Truth somehow (in 

the mystery of God) gets added to your mind and thinking. It’s a strange thing this revelation from God 

– He chooses the moment to send it, you receive it and the Holy Spirit somehow wonderfully 

“implants” it into your innermost being. Once in you it takes up residence so to speak, and does its 

inner work re-adjusting you to the Word. 

________________________________ 
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In the Godhead there is no absence of truth. He is supremely “true”. There is no variation of it within 

Him. He is perfectly and wholly “truth”, just as He is perfectly and wholly “love” (1 John 4:8). 

So here are some things to ponder. 

When Truth arrives, honour it. 

THE Truth is hidden in plain sight, even though it might not be so obvious at the time.  

On the other hand THE Lie is usually quite obvious and indeed popular, more so than Truth. 

It will be wisdom that enables you to discern the difference between the two contenders. 

THE Truth effects the spirit-man; THE Lie effects and clouds the mind. So in that sense you cannot 

trust your mind to discern the difference. Use your sanctified mind and common-sense by all means 

but let your holy/sanctified spirit (inwardly transformed man) make the final choice. 

And finally, in a surprising way, Truth will make you content and happy. Just as Jesus said: “You will 

know the truth and the truth will make you free” (John 8:32). 

There have been times when I was seeking Scripture, attempting to understand a particularly hard 

truth, and when I finally was given a revelatory insight into the meaning of the subject (even though it 

challenged my theology at the time), I came away quite happy to comply to what the Word said. 

There was a settled peace within me. I wanted an answer, the revelation came to me, I bent to its 

truth, and walked away content inside of me – even “happy” that I had been re-adjusted in my thinking 

to the Word. I felt “safe” because the truth of the Word had made a mark deep within. 

Anyway that’s what Truth has done to and for me. It may very well be quite different for you, but that’s 

the mystery and the beauty of how the Father treats each us. But the one consistent thing is – the 

Truth will definitely separate you! 

So there it is: the wonder, the beauty and the mystery of God’s Truth. How extraordinary that Jesus 

prayed that we as His followers could be secure in that very Truth. 

“Sanctify them in the truth; your word is truth. As You sent me into the world, I also 
have sent them into the world. For their sakes I sanctify myself, that they themselves 
also may be sanctified in truth”. (John 17:17-19) 

 

Peter McArthur 
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A House of Worthiness 
 

 

 

Jesus said: “Whatever city or village you enter, inquire who is worthy in it, and stay at 
his house until you leave that city. As you enter the house, give it your greeting. If the 
house is worthy, give it your blessing of peace. But if it is not worthy, take back your 
blessing of peace.” (Matthew 10:11-13) 

 

What is this “house” that Jesus spoke about? In context He was giving practical instruction into the 
“going out” on evangelism that He expected from the Twelve. Initially they were to confine themselves 
to the Jews only. 
 

“These twelve Jesus sent out after instructing them: "Do not go in the way of the 
Gentiles, and do not enter any city of the Samaritans; but rather go only to the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel.” (Matt 10:5-6). 

 
Christ’s ministry was the culmination of a long time of testing of the Jewish people; and now that the 
Messiah had come, God gave a wonderful opportunity to the lost sheep of the house of Israel to 
repent. Of all earth’s nations, only the Jews were the visible people of God, but were “lost sheep” 
because they had been abandoned by “faithless shepherds” (Jer 50:6 and 17) and left to wander from 
the ways of righteousness (Ezek 34:6). 
 
It was only fitting that the House of Israel should be given the first opportunity to respond to the 
coming of their Messiah. 
 
So this was the context of finding a “house of worthiness” as the Twelve set out on their first outreach. 
Interestingly, this “worthiness” was not necessarily about the piety of the members of the household 
they were to stay at while travelling. It was about finding people of hospitality who would treat the 
Apostles kindly and care for them. They were to find out who were Jews of character and generosity, 
who had a charitable nature, supportive of the poor, and kind to strangers.  
 
Perhaps we could even say they had to be people who were hungry for the coming of the Kingdom, 
just like Zacharias and Elizabeth (Luke 1:6) and Simeon (Luke 2:25). 
 

“In the days of Herod king of Judea, there was a priest named Zacharias of the division 
of Abijah; and he had a wife from the daughters of Aaron and her name was 
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Elizabeth. They were both righteous in the sight of God, walking blamelessly in all the 
commandments and requirements of the Lord.”  

 
“There was a man in Jerusalem whose name was Simeon; and this man was righteous 
and devout, looking for the consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him.” 
 

Are we like them, eagerly looking for the coming of the Kingdom in all its fulness? 
 

“Looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of the glory of our great God and 
Saviour, Christ Jesus.” (Titus 2:13)  
 
“For our citizenship is in heaven, from which also we eagerly wait for a Saviour, the 
Lord Jesus Christ.” (Philp 3:20) 

 
________________________________ 

 
For us today, we can expand this notion of “worthiness” and apply it spiritually. Jesus was talking 
about a literal “house” or household but look what happens when we make that “house” into a 
“company of believers” – an assembly of saints, an ecclesia, the church, the Body of Christ. 
 
In the perspective of the End Times and what will come, this might give us a valuable insight about 
finding and belonging to a congregation that is “worthy” because it wants to do one thing above all: 
please the Father and remain true to the proclamation “The kingdom of heaven is at hand.” 
 
This was the message of John the Baptist, and also the very first message of Jesus. Both proclaimed 
it, with the result that it shook Galilee and caused a great act of repentance. This same message and 
its result are needed again today! 
 
So, what does such a House look like, inside and out? What distinguishes it from all other "houses" 
(churches, denominations, etc) and makes it worthy of belonging to the Lord? One is its holiness 
factor. Another is what rooms the House has within it, and what they are used for. 
  
Just as a literal house is an assembly of different rooms, so the present-day House of the Lord, the 
Body of Christ, is also an assembly of different individual "rooms", i.e. believers. A house isn't 
complete unless each separate room is connected and used for its designated purpose.  
 
The House of the Lord won't be complete until each believer is connected to the rest and uses their 
gifting for a designated purpose. We are members one of another (1 Cor 12:14-27). Each person 
needs to recognise their need for the others, and also to be recognised. 
 
The rooms of this House need to be cleansed (the holiness factor) and be made ready for their set 
purpose (the discipling factor). In part this has to do with our character; we have to make ready our 
individual "rooms" (= lives). But it also has to do with the makeup, the "fabric" of the House in general. 
In other words, it's both character (= rooms) and ministry (= fabric) together that will build the 
House of the Lord ready for the End Times. 
  
This "fabric" consists of the joint materials used to construct the House. These are the various 
ministries of the House, such as Biblical oversight from righteous Elders, having a Biblical 
understanding of why and how we meet, meaningful celebrations of the Lord's Supper, discovering a 
local (and perhaps unique) expression of life in Christ, declaring and aiming for the grand vision of 
God's End Time purpose, mentoring others, church planting, equipping and sending out the saints, 
caring for the poor and needy, etc. 
  
Together, this fabric enables the House to be correctly built on God's pattern, not man's. In the Lord's 
timing this House will become the most prominent House in all the earth (Micah 4:1-2). 
 
 
 
The House of the Lord is to be a lighthouse that will keep believers from being shipwrecked. It will 
also be a House of Light that nations will stream to (Micah 4:1). Consequently, leaders will be needed 
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who will bring forth the inspired Word of the Lord (= light) to others.  
  
The House (= Church/ Body of Christ) is not an organisation handing out knowledge about the Light. It 
is the Light because it's part of Jesus who is the Light. The House, Church, Body of Christ is a living 
organism that must know, understand and then apply one over-riding foundational truth: The Primacy 
of Jesus flowing through all we do! (Rms 11:36 and Col 1:17-19).  
 
To those who build the House of the Lord and who are His Body, it's His will that must be the most 
essential truth which compels us onward. This foundational truth must somehow be translated from 
theory and teaching into reality and practice. A rather hard and disciplined way, but achievable 
because of the Holy Spirit. 
  
To do this in a Biblical fashion we will need to put aside many (some would say "most") of our 
preconceived ideas of educating and training the saints. We must move from theological training to 
ministry-doing, from information-only to information-with-impartation, from telling the saints "how to", 
to participating with them in discipling and mentoring. The oversight of the saints must likewise move 
from hierarchal management to servant eldership. 
  
Jesus told His disciples to seek out a "worthy man and his house" from which to preach the Good 
News. (Matt 10:11-13). The proclamation of the Gospel was to be directly associated with this godly 
man and his worthy household. Today the Lord is still seeking for worthy houses (churches). Above 
all, the building of God's House must be found to be "of worth".  
 
A worthy House will be a local congregation or gathering, that becomes a place of preparation and 
equipping. In time the local church will be a centre for ministry, a base from which many are 
sent out. It's interesting to note that the Greek word for "worthy" is "axios" from which the word "axle" 
is derived. A worthy person or worthy house is like an axle in a vehicle - if it's not in good condition or 
in the right place, nothing moves forward! 
  
There is a major shift needed in our thinking about the local gathering of believers. For too long the 
overriding emphasis in most churches has been "pastoral" – understandable and with good reason. 
We have even called the leader of the flock "pastor" and most programmes and issues in local 
churches deal heavily with "the pastoral".  
 
 
However the New Testament emphasis is quite different - the early church was not primarily Pastoral, 
but Apostolic. It wasn't focused simply on caring for the saints but on sending them out with a specific 
message – the Kingdom is close at hand!  
  
So equipping the saints to go out must be a vital part of making this House "worthy". Alongside of that 
we must also strive to make the local assembly a worthy place for newly saved people to come into. 
To use some agricultural imagery: we must train up the sowers and reapers, but we must also 
prepare the barns to gather in the harvest they reap. 
 
Today many believers are looking at teachings like these, thinking that having "correct doctrine" and 
"right government" will bring revival and new life to the Church. But it's not having the correct structure 
or introducing radical changes that will produce life - rather it's His life that produces the structure 
and initiates the necessary changes! 
 
May that special day soon come! 
 
Blessings in Messiah, 
Peter. 
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Book of Beginnings, 
Book of the End 

 

 
 

Peter McArthur 

Genesis is the “seed bed” of all Biblical doctrine. What you find scattered throughout the rest of the 

Bible you will find in embryonic form somewhere in the Book of Beginnings, Genesis. It alludes to 

every truth contained elsewhere in Scripture. That is the basic principle of all the Bible.     

That which has been is what will be, 
that which is done is what will be done, 
and there is nothing new under the sun. 

Eccl 1:9 
 
This is an important key in understanding truths about the Last Days. Many teach on the subject by 

beginning with the Book of Daniel for example and try to work from that vantage point. However, the 

problem is that they haven’t laid a foundation on which to build. Unless we see the Book of Genesis to 

be a bedrock of prophetic principles, we’ll never crack the code of symbolism and meaning found in 

the Apocalyptic books of Daniel, Ezekiel and Revelation. 

Let's look at some of these principles comparing the Book of the Beginning (Genesis) with the Book of 

the End (Revelation). 

In the Greek version of the Old Testament, commonly called the Septuagint (LXX), the Rabbis divided 

the book of Genesis into ten sections each starting with the phrase “these are the beginnings”. 

Prophetically understood these ten sections are like lamps shining on End Time events from the 

distant past.  
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Section 1 – Gen chapter 2 – THE EARTH – its Beginning and its End 

• Throughout Scripture there is an ongoing interplay between two types such as the Beginning 
and the End of a matter. This culminates in the Book of Revelation reviewing all that has 
happened since the Beginning in the Book of Genesis. 

• Notice also that there are two cities, two kingdoms, two women, two marks in the forehead, 
two resurrections, two lions, two types of angels, etc. 

• What was initiated in the Beginning in a microcosm will be played out at the End in 
macrocosm. 

 

Section 2 – Gen chapter 5 – MAN – his Beginning and his End 

• Adam was “a son of God” made in His likeness and out of him came a son called Seth who 
began a godly line in contrast to his brother's ungodly line (the Cainites); note the two-fold 
typology again. 

• Both the godly and ungodly lines will reap their own due rewards in the Last Days, just as in 
the First Days they willingly chose their own path. 

• Enoch the seventh son from Adam was raptured and is a symbol of the Last Day’s Sons of 
God who also will be “raptured”. 

 

Section 3 – Gen chapter 6 – NOAH – a sign from the Beginning of the End 

• Jesus used this historical figure as a symbol of what would be seen at the End of the Age. 

• By using Noah as a sign of the End Jesus was reinforcing the principle that the Beginning of 
things speaks of what will happen at the End. 

 

Section 4 – Gen chapter 10 – BABYLON - its rise at the Beginning and fall at the End 

• Babylon is a symbol of the worldly system of religion, politics and economy. It has its 
beginnings at Babel and continues on throughout history. 

• In Revelation it finally falls under the judgement of the Lord and is destroyed forever. 

 

Section 5 – Gen chapter 11 – THE EARTH – repopulated introducing a new Beginning 

• In the days of Noah a flood swept away the wicked and the righteous repopulated the earth. 

• At the End of the Age (“as in the days of Noah”) once more the wicked will be swept away 
and the righteous shall inherit the earth. 

 

Section 6 – Gen chapter 11 – ABRAM – a pattern of the deliverance of the Wife 

• Abram’s wife is taken into the house of Pharaoh, but God sends plagues to free her. 

• In Revelation plagues come again to deliver the Bride of Christ. 

 

Section 7 – Gen chapter 25 – ISHMAEL – carnal man contends with the righteous man from the very 

Beginning 

• Ishmael is a type of the carnal man who sets himself against God and the righteous. He is of 
Egypt, a symbol of the world and all its carnality. 

• He has always persecuted the “son of Promise” Isaac, and will continue to do so right into the 
very Last Days. 
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Section 8 – Gen chapter 25 – ISAAC – a righteous one from the Beginning 

• The two sons of Abraham, Isaac and Ishmael exist side by side, but in conflict. 

• The “sons of the Promise” will exist side by side with the Ishmaelites until the Day of 
Reckoning by the Lord. 

 

Section 9 – Gen chapters 25 to 27 – ESAU – a despiser of the birthright from the Beginning 

• Esau did not honour God’s pattern of the firstborn and sold his inheritance.   

• In the Last Days many will act like Esau (also called Edom) and reject their birthright and 
even seek to kill the chosen ones of God.  

• The way of the flesh and the way of the Spirit culminates in the Book of Revelation. 

 

Section 10 – Gen chapter 28 – JACOB – a Father of the Tribes from the Beginning 

• Jacob wrestles with the Lord and is named Israel. 

• From him come the 12 sons and later the 12 tribes, all of whom are prophetic of the Last 
Day’s people of God. 

• In the Book of Revelation the names of the Sons and Tribes are engraved on the Heavenly 
Jerusalem which is the City and People of God at the End of the Age. 

 

These ten sections give us insight to a key of understanding the overall picture of End Time events. 

But let’s note that there isn’t just one key that will give us the whole picture. Rather there seems to be 

a number of keys that are all joined together much as a set of keys hang together on a key ring. 

This is probably the most apt picture of how to understand the mysteries surrounding the Last Days. I 

would think it’s wise to cast your eye over a variety of interpretations rather than dogmatically lock 

yourself into one view. Most studies on the End Times set out a framework that the author rigidly 

sticks to, and woe betide anyone who disagrees! I’ve never been able to accept that approach as I 

firmly believe the Lord gives us a number of ways of looking at the picture. 

To change the metaphor, God shows us the same event by looking through a different number of 

windows. Depending on where you stand at the time, will dictate to you the angle you’re viewing the 

overall scene from. For this reason, it’s wise to incorporate a number of keys in our quest to 

understand the End Times. One of those keys is the parallels that we find in Genesis and Revelation. 

Gen 2:4 parallels Rev 21:1 
A heaven and an earth are created :  A new heaven and a new earth come forth 
 

Gen 2:7 parallels Rev 20:6 
Man’s comes from the dust : Man rises from the dust (compare Daniel 12:2) 
 

Gen 2:8-10 parallels Rev 22:1-2 
A garden with a river and a tree : A garden with a river and the tree of Life 
 

Gen 2:18-22 parallels Rev 19:7 
The first Marriage of a man and woman : Last marriage of Groom and Bride 
 

Gen 3:1-5 parallels Rev 20:2-8 
The Serpent that deceives appears on earth : The great deceiving Dragon re-appears 
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Gen 3:21 parallels Rev 19:8 
The Lord clothes man : Man is arrayed in fine linen 
 

Gen 1:26 and 2:7 parallel Rev 2:18 
The First Adam is a son of God (Luk 3:38) : The Last Adam is the Son of God (1 Cor 15:45) 

 

Another key of understand is in seeing how the Book of Revelation can be interpreted through the 

events of the Exodus and the Passover. At the heart of this particular key is the notion that the people 

of Israel were forerunners of the Ecclesia (the true church), particularly the End Time people of God. 

So we see that the Last Days saints parallel the Israelites at the time of the Exodus. Following on 

from this concept it’s easy to see that the Antichrist corresponds to Pharaoh and the Egyptian world 

system. 

The relationship between Exodus and Revelation has been known for some time and will prove to be 

a vital key in understanding the principle that “what has been shall come again”. 

The Exodus event The Revelation parallel Last Day’s meaning 

Egypt enslaves Israel The world system ensnares  
the people of the earth  

There will be an increase in an  
attempt to control and enslave 

The Israelites The End Time People  
of God 

There will be a sifting to determine 
those who are really “of Israel” 

The land of Goshen Those sealed by God End time protection 

Deliverance by blood  
on the doorposts 

Saved by blood of the  
Lamb, Jesus Christ 

The blood of the Lamb will  
gain increased prominence 

God appoints two prophets, 
Moses and Aaron 

The two Witnesses  
appointed and sent forth 

The witness of the Word and the Spirit 
shall come forth 

Plagues come upon Egypt Plagues sent upon the ungodly This is the wrath of God not Satan 

Pharaoh The Antichrist The Antichrist spirit is unleashed 

Pharaoh hardens his heart 
again and again 

The kings of the nations harden 
their hearts toward God 

There’ll be an increased distinction 
between those who love God and those 
who continue to rebel 

Deliverance through  
Red Sea 

Deliverance at the place  
of tribulation 

The rapture is a deliverance not  
an escape 

Egyptian army  
pursue Israelites 

Antichrist’s army pursues  
Israel 

Hosts of Satan will increase their 
persecution against the saints 

Pharaoh’s army defeated Nations will be defeated  
at Armageddon 

Final defeat of Satan is assured  
according to this pattern 

Joshua takes the people into 
the Promised Land 

Jesus (Joshua) leads us  
into the eternal promises 

There is a promise and rest yet to enter 
and only Jesus/Joshua can lead us in 
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These are some of the parallels that exist between the events of the Exodus and those that will 

happen during the period described in Revelation. God has given the example of the Passover and 

Exodus to encourage those who at the end of the age will face a similar scenario. In Exodus we are 

seeing a rehearsal for what will happen again in the Last Days.  

Rather than seeing the events of Revelation as terrifying and despairing, we are being told by the 

Lord those days will be full of hope and purpose - if we have eyes to see and a heart to understand. 

Amen. Come Lord Jesus! 
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Jesus responds to the latest news 

 

 

 

Peter McArthur 

We all know what today’s trending topic is - that virus! Well, once Jesus was asked His perspective 

about the news of two recent tragedies when people were murdered, and others accidentally killed. 

The hot-off-the-press story back then was when Pilate the Roman Governor had slaughtered some 

Jews in the Temple. Also news had just arrived about a stone tower in the town of Siloam collapsing 

and killing eighteen people. The crowds wanted to know from Jesus why, and what He thought about 

all this recent news (Luke 13:4-5). They tried to get His view and whether it was a judgment from God 

because of the people’s sin. 

Now on the same occasion there were some present who reported to Him about the 

Galileans whose blood Pilate had mixed with their sacrifices. And Jesus said to them, 

“Do you suppose that these Galileans were greater sinners than all other Galileans 

because they suffered this fate? I tell you, no, but unless you repent, you will all 

likewise perish. Or do you suppose that those eighteen on whom the tower in Siloam 

fell and killed them were worse culprits than all the men who live in Jerusalem? I tell 

you, no, but unless you repent, you will all likewise perish.” 

The latest news of any kind of great tragedy inevitably brings the question, where was God in all this? 

Or if it happens to be something as drastic as a virus pandemic, is this possibly a sign of the End? 

So it’s no different from today, except the latest hot news is of course the virus! If you google it you’ll 

find hundreds of articles, both religious and secular, asking “is this a sign of what the Bible calls the 

End?” 

I’m not going to tackle that just yet, because I think in one way it misses a very vital point. (For what’s 

it’s worth I don’t think it’s one of the End Time plagues – it’s out of sequence. See further down in my 
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article). So yes, it’s pretty obvious people want to know why God allows these kinds of things, and is 

the pandemic a sign of the End. But when Jesus was asked about the hot topic of His day (the tower 

at Siloam news for example), He redirected the question. There’s a lesson here for us as believers. I 

don’t necessarily expect non-believers to accept it, because it requires the foundation of salvation to 

make sense of it.  

Jesus wasn’t being insensitive to those murdered by Pilate or those killed by the falling tower. He 

wanted to address the notion that those people must’ve been very bad sinners because of the harsh 

judgment that befell them. Jesus breaks the cycle of that kind of thinking by saying they were not 

killed because they were worse sinners than anyone else. He shifts the focus from “them” (those 

killed) to “you” (those who need to repent). 

I love it how Jesus often by-passes the trick questions thrown at Him and goes for the jugular vein of 

His opponents. He constantly exposes the condition of people’s hearts and deals with it directly, 

showing it for what it is.  

I would think that the message of Jesus to us all, saved and unsaved, at this time is one that focusses 

on eternity, not necessarily the present moment. Repent, seek God’s mercy and call on Him that 

our lives would be fully adjusted to His purpose for us all. 

So that’s the context for this particular passage, but it leads us to how Jesus might want us to respond 

to the current crisis. So here goes. I’m not speaking for Him here of course, just reflecting on what 

Scripture tells us about plagues, the End Time, and how we should think and act. 

Is this virus a judgment from God? 

Biblically speaking God uses disasters as wake-up calls for repentance. That’s not to say that every 

catastrophe is from God. We live in a fallen sinful world at the moment, and death, tragedies, and 

injustice are all part of the fallen world pattern. It will all change when Messiah returns, but until then 

the “god of this world” is still lashing his tail. So we can’t merely say that God sends all tragedy as 

judgment. 

However in the past when He did send disasters as punishment, it was quite obviously a divine 

judgment. People knew it. There was a definite sequence of events. God through His mouthpiece 

(prophets, angels, etc) gave a warning of the impending catastrophe. Then the event quickly followed, 

which people immediately recognised as being a divine judgement.   

• When the water beneath the earth’s crust broke through (Gen 7:11) and the rain fell in Noah’s 

day, those who were outside the ark drowning, certainly knew Who had caused it all. Noah 

the “preacher of righteousness” (2 Pet 2:5) had warned them. 

 

• And when Sodom and Gomorrah were overcome by “fire from Yahweh out of heaven” (Gen 

19:24) Abraham and Lot and their families knew it was a divine act. Whether the sinners in 

Sodom and Gomorrah were aware of it, we don’t know. They certainly didn’t seem to have 

learnt their lesson, for just 14 years earlier Abram defeated the remainder of the kings of 

Sodom and Gomorrah and rescued Lot his nephew (Gen chapter14). Abram even extended 

much grace to the defeated king of Sodom (14:17-24). If you don’t learn a lesson from divine 

grace, any judgment that might follow will only be worse. 

 

• When the plagues fell in Egypt, Pharaoh’s magicians had to declare “this is the finger of God” 

(Exo 8:19).  It was obviously so. Yet still Pharaoh hardened his heart (vs 19), the same way 

the residents of Sodom and Gomorrah had done many years before.  
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• According to Scripture when Wormwood falls (Rev 8:11) and judgment comes in the most 

dramatic way at the End, everyone will know it’s of God (vs 15-17). So there’s a distinct 

pattern that when divine judgment does come, people know just Who sent it.  

Clearly, according to the Bible itself, God can use disaster as judgment, but there’s a very select 

aspect to it. It’s not hit and miss. The divine judgment has a relatively narrow scope of purpose. A 

particular punishment for a very particularly stated sin. When the judgement falls, people are aware of 

the reason for it, even though at the time of warning, they might not believe it will happen! 

God does nothing randomly. Every corrupt society receives God’s judgment in God’s timing. When 

the divinely appointed time comes, God acts swiftly and justly. Until the sin of any society reaches its 

apex, God still extends grace in the hope of seeing repentance. How great is His mercy and how 

long-suffering He is! But when the time comes, God acts. 

So in the case of this current pandemic, there was no apparent warning from God to the world about 

any particular sin. Have you noticed there was no “prophecy” from the various prophetic ministries 

about this outbreak? Where were the prophetic voices warning about such a sudden worldwide event 

as this? Why were the prophets quiet; weren’t they listening to God? Or maybe He wasn’t speaking 

about this. Many of the so-called “prophets” missed something big. So it makes you wonder about the 

authenticity of many of today’s prophetic ministries doesn’t it?  

Interestingly enough the secular media had picked up on the possibility two years ago (see here) but 

no Christian ministry that I’m aware of did – certainly not among the prophetic ones. I still believe in 

the prophetic of course, but I think it’s both over-rated and compromised by insular pride and outward 

popularity in many instances. The danger is we might miss a clear divine word from the Lord because 

of so many other “noisy cymbals” drowning it out. 

False prophetic words plus “Christian” conspiracy theories are rife, and we need to discern more 

accurately lest we be deceived into giving too much attention to a lie. We really haven’t got time to 

waste on the enemy’s attempts to divert us. Be wise! 

Having the right perspective. 

Also, let’s get some perspective. Tragedies like tsunamis, earthquakes, wars, etc are terrible and 

horrible things. But consider the following facts. 

• Between 1994 and 2013 severe storms killed a total of more than 244,000 people worldwide. 

• Plus, all earth-quakes and sea-quakes (tsunamis) killed more people than all other types of 

disaster put together, claiming nearly 750,000 lives between 1994 and 2013. 

• Some 123,000 died in earthquakes during 2019 alone. 

• The Indian monsoon season of 2019 caused floods with approximately 1,750 reported 

deaths. 

• And on it goes (the above figures come from here and other sources). 

That’s a lot of people. All bad enough, and in no way am I making light of these awful tragedies. All 

these deaths, sad and disturbing as they are, pale into relative insignificance against the numbers of 

babies killed by abortion. According to the latest US Government figures, in 2018 alone over 876,000 

babies were murdered in their mother’s wombs.  

The World Health Organisation estimates there are 40-56 million abortions each year. The number 

would be higher, much higher if there were accurate records, because some nations don’t record 

annual abortion totals.  

Some of the reasons given for having an abortion in the USA are as follows. 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/18/end-epidemics-aids-ebola-sars-sunday-essay
https://ourworldindata.org/natural-disasters
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• It would interfere with my education or career 4% 

• I’m not mature enough to raise a child 7% 

• Don’t want to be a single mother 8% 

• Don’t want to have any more children 19% 

• Cannot afford to have a baby 23% 

• Not ready to have a child just yet 25% 

That’s a total of 86%. 

What does Jesus think about that! And while we might get worried, and for some people, even fearful, 

over the current virus, why is there no global angst about all those murdered babies? You don’t see 

the media reporting on our screens how many innocent lives in the womb were taken by force this 

past week. Where is the outcry over that?  

As people we’re strongly influenced by what current crisis the media deem newsworthy of trending. 

The herd mentality takes hold and it’s easy to buckle under the weight of despair. Just picture all the 

supermarkets inundated with panicking shoppers. The more the media trend it, the more panic tends 

to set in. The fear of the virus gets displaced by the fear of the event of fear itself. 

That’s why I’ve always stressed that wisdom (especially Biblical wisdom,) will be an End- Time trait. 

When such things happen like we see worldwide, as believers we should practice acting wisely now 

and learn from it, because when the End comes it will be easy to go up a notch and begin to live 

Biblically “wise” when all around us is being shaken. Learn the small lessons now, so when the big 

event strikes, you’ll be inwardly prepared. It will almost be too late to learn wisdom at the End if you 

haven’t been learning it earlier on. Yes, wisdom is given by the Lord, but we must learn its ways and 

appropriate it (like salvation). 

It’s time to think as Heaven thinks, to see as Heaven sees, and to act as Heaven wants us to act. Be 

a prepper, but inwardly.  

Is this virus one of the Seals? 

The book of Revelation is about “things which shall be hereafter” (1:19) or events that would happen 

after the era of John the Apostle. In chapter 6 John sees the seven seals that eventually lead up to 

the return of Christ. The first four seals are often referred to as the “four horsemen of the apocalypse” 

(verses 1-8). 

One view is that the first four seals (the four horsemen) plus the fifth one (martyrs) have already been 

released upon the earth and have been at work throughout man’s fallen history. The sixth seal (Rev 

6:12) is a future event, because plainly we haven’t yet seen a massive worldwide earthquake, or the 

sun turning black, or the moon becoming like blood (despite what some people think of recent lunar 

events! See my article and here). So it’s most likely that the four horsemen seals have been around 

for a very long time indeed. 

Now when trying to work out if Coronavirus19 is one of the End Time plagues or not, it’s wise to go 

directly to Scripture and see what it says about “plagues and pestilences”. Otherwise we’re just taking 

bits and pieces of the various texts and making up our own version. 

Let’s start with Revelation chapter 6, verses 7-8. 

When the Lamb broke the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature 

saying, "Come." I looked, and behold, an ashen horse; and he who sat on it had the 

name Death; and Hades was following with him. Authority was given to them over a 

fourth of the earth, to kill with sword and with famine and with pestilence and by the 

wild beasts of the earth. 

https://433c6dd1-4934-4189-88ce-b850883eeecb.filesusr.com/ugd/bd0e41_7c42b95ac8a2426b97f18e9d5bf7fc04.pdf
https://433c6dd1-4934-4189-88ce-b850883eeecb.filesusr.com/ugd/bd0e41_3f025219c1954ee38d2c430cd221d64c.pdf
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Here we find the word “pestilence”. It doesn’t necessarily mean “plague” because Jewish writers 

sometimes used “pestilence” to refer to “death” and vice versa. So it doesn’t refer to a virus at all in 

context. Note the four-fold sequence of judgments here. First there comes death by the “sword”, 

followed by “famine” which brings about “pestilence/death” and then death by “wild beasts”. There’s a 

fairly strict logical order here, with each judgment introducing another factor. War brings famine, 

famine brings in death by hunger (called pestilence), and the desire for food causes wild animals to 

hunt down human prey, weak from the famine, etc. 

Revelation is not the only book to mention End-Time epidemics. Jesus said such outbreaks would 

occur before His return: “For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and there 

shall be…plagues” (Lk 21:11 but compare Matt 24:7 and Mk 13:8).  

Note that only Luke includes pestilences/plagues, which is really a play on words because “famines” 

and “plagues” sound the same in Greek. Matthew and Mark don’t include the word “plague” at all but 

do say “famine”. Paul used this literary method called paronomasia often in his letters, so it’s probable 

that Luke was simply using a poetic technique to highlight the drama of it all. The much earlier gospel 

accounts from Mark and Matthew don’t use “plagues” in this saying. 

It’s true that pestilences often followed famines, but you can’t actually use these texts for proof that 

plagues are part of what Jesus was referring to in this discourse, because He doesn’t really say that 

here. 

What He is telling us that many things must happen which will include wars and rumours of wars, 

famines and earthquakes and that “they must take place” (Matt 24:6) but all these are just run-ups to 

the “beginning of the birth pangs” (verse 8). After that the gospel of the kingdom (verse 14) has to be 

preached worldwide, and “then the end will come”. So there’s a distinct sequence of events which 

must unfold. 

Revelation 15:1 tells us that there are coming seven more plagues, “the last, because in them the 

wrath of God is finished”. So if this current virus outbreak is a fulfillment of any prophecy at all, it fits 

the historical trend that the Bible predicted within the context of the 4th seal, the one dealing with 

premature deaths as a result of war, famine, and all its associated horrors. 

Let’s be very cautious here about the current crisis and how we regard it. Did God cause it, is it His 

punishment sent from heaven? There’s nothing particularly supernatural about this pandemic or the 

ensuring economic crisis. Yes, it’s unsettling, inconvenient and for some, very scary. Sadly many 

have succumbed to the virus, and probably more may yet do so.  

But in perspective you can see other similar events in world history and explain them from natural 

causes without attributing those to the supernatural. And if you did want to blame someone, 

remember the god of this age will do all he can to shift our focus from the real plague – the sin of a 

rebellious heart that was purposed by our Father for much better things. 

To sum up. I don’t think this is one of THE plagues mentioned in Scripture. It’s part of the 

consequences from the Fall, yes, but not a direct sign of the near End. The question is, can we learn 

from this? 

Christians will need to act differently, not bowing to the media, nor to politics, nor to the fear formed in 

the human heart. We are called to be light, to be wise, to show this world that’s so badly shaken by 

events, where Truth really is, and WHO it is – the Lord Jesus. May we all as followers of Jesus act so 

differently from the growing chaos around us, that people will want to know why we’re not fearful, 

shaken or despairing. 

Are we at that place?  
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How Spiritual Life is Maintained 
 

 

Peter McArthur 

 

• For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of 

sin and of death. (Romans 8:2) 

 

Our Christian faith is based on a LIFE PRINCIPLE. What I mean by that is that we do not 

practice a dead religion (the tomb is still empty!). We do not join an organisation. We do not 

(should not) become set in our ways. No; we are JOINED to a Living Person. 

Likewise, we do not “invite Jesus into our life” but rather we are invited to step into His life. I 

always cringe when I hear Christians say to unbelievers “just invite Jesus into your life”. It’s 

one of those Christian/Churchy sayings that somewhere, someone first started using, and is 

now used all over the world in evangelism. Oh, the power of tradition, even modern-day 

tradition. 

All the covenants of God express the concept that we join onto/into God. The covenants 

always used blood. Why? Because there is life in the blood. 

• So Jesus said to them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you eat the flesh of the 

Son of Man and drink His blood, you have no life in yourselves.” (John 6:53) 

http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/Rom.%208.2
http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/John%206.53
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Both parties to a covenant were joined by blood, and in fact shared the LIFE OF ONE 

BLOOD. This is what made a Biblical covenant unique and holy. 

So, to violate a covenant was to break the blood-bond of Life. It was regarded as a “death” if 

you did so. Hence believers who no longer have a physically life but who have died, are 

regarded as being “asleep”, meaning “life” is still present in some wondrous way. Because 

even though natural life has departed them, their names remain written in the Lamb’s Book 

of Life (Revelation 13:8). There is a record kept and at the resurrection, life in all its fulness 

shall be restored to them – and us. Hallelujah to that! 

The life of the New Covenant still operates even beyond death, but only to those who have 

been part of it during their living days. The Book of Hebrews focuses on this very Life 

Principle. Nothing in the New Testament calls us to have a “set way of doing things”. True 

spiritual life doesn’t come just because we have a New Testament style of meeting on 

Sundays, or have a number elders instead of one man in charge, or anointed musicians, or 

even solid Bible–based preaching. 

New Testament life is found in having a first-hand revelation of Christ and a first-hand 

relationship with Christ. In fact the New Testament spends most of its time trying to show 

the exciting realm of living in the Spirit of Christ through these means. Each believer is a 

believer because they’ve had a first-hand revelation of Christ. It’s personal, but not private. 

This knowledge of Him is their very own. It is not second-hand or passed on through some 

religious ceremony. And you certainly cannot get it from others passing it onto you in some 

kind of new-age transference or impartation; a practice sadly quite common in Spirit-filled 

circles. 

• For God who said, “Light shall shine out of darkness,” is the One who has 

shone in our hearts to give the Light of the knowledge of the glory of God in 

the face of Christ (2 Corinthians 4:6). 

 

It is interesting that “light” and “life” are intricately linked in the natural realm. If plants don’t 

get enough light, they wither and die. That’s a creative principle the Creator has entrenched 

into the very fabric of nature, and it’s also a spiritual truth. We need spiritual light in order to 

have spiritual life. 

Jesus said of Himself “I am the light of the world” (John 8:12) and “I am the resurrection 

and the life” (John 11:25). Notice the order – light first (in chapter 8) then life later (in 

chapter 11). There is always a sequence in Scripture, so please don’t overlook its 

significance. 

The Hebraic meaning (remember, Jesus was a Jew) of “light of the world” has more to do 

with receiving spiritual insight than simply being a “light” morally or shining a light on dark 

deeds and exposing sin. The concept is based on the idea that light is instinctively linked to 

“truth”. 

http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/2%20Cor.%204.6
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In fact the Greek word for “truth” is made up of two words meaning “not forgotten”. Hence 

truth is a form of light that you will not forget. So “light” becomes a metaphor for “truth”. 

Revelatory Scriptural truth is in fact a form of light (see my teaching here). 

God’s truth (His light) may be supressed by people, by man’s philosophies and by Satan, but 

His truth is always self-evident and self-validating.  

• For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and 

unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness suppress the truth. For 

what can be known about God is plain to them because God has shown it to 

them (Romans 1:18-21).  

 

Similarly “life” has its own metaphor, particularly in Hebrew. The pictorial representation of 

the word “chayim” (Hebrew for life) is of two hands joined together. It symbolises the union of 

our spirit with God’s Spirit. The meaning is transparent: there is no true life (or even natural 

life) apart from union with God, just as Jesus said, Abide in Me, and I in you. (John 15:4). 

Jesus is the source of our life, our nourishment and strength, and even our fullness of joy. 

We are joined, hand in hand as it were, by abiding in Him. 

The word “abide” might seem strange to us in the twenty-first century, but it has a powerful 

truth behind it. The idea is about permanency of something or of someone, being enduringly 

connected, meaning to remain, to stay fixed in position. 

It stresses the idea that we are to “keep on abiding”. This has nothing whatsoever to do 

with “striving” to stay connected by repeating Bible verses over and over to convince yourself 

of some truth. Nor has it anything to do with performing religious practices like going to 

church every Sunday, or saying grace at every meal, or praying for a set length of time each 

day, or anything else like that. 

Now many of the above might be helpful and encouraging, but by themselves they will not 

bring about a permanency of spiritual life. Yes, they may bring you a “sense” of being 

spiritually alive, but only to your mind, not your inner spirit. Life is found in the spirit by the 

Spirit of God. That comes first, then the rest might be helpful to you – but not always! 

In John chapters 5 and 8, Jesus underlines the importance of a believer's relationship with 

God's revealed Word. In John 8:31 He states that the genuine believer is one who “is 

remaining” or “be remaining” in His word (note the exact phrase). He stresses that this will 

identify who really is a true believer, “you truly are My disciples”. 

On the other hand, He describes unbelievers as those who do NOT have God's Word 

remaining (abiding) in them (John 5:38). Nothing to do here with any religious exercise folks 

– except the one about having His word permanently at work in your life. 

We shouldn’t think that spiritual life will come to us if we merely read Scripture a lot, or give 

attention to Bible study, and learn many Bible verses. I’m certain they all help enormously, 

but that’s not what Jesus is primarily talking about here. 

https://www.issachar.org/post/2014/11/01/revelation-and-light
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He’s referring to His teachings and the truth of them first of all, and our heart response to 

that. The truths that Jesus spoke need to be lived out, enacted on each day, and held close 

as a treasure. Above all they need to be obeyed and not simply acknowledged as truth.  

• Be doers of the word, and not just hearers. Otherwise you are deceiving 

yourselves (James 1:22).  

• Why do you call Me 'Lord, Lord,' but not do what I say? (Luke 6:46). 

 

Now here’s one of those delightful truths. Jesus said “I am the vine, you are the branches; 

he who is abiding in Me and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can 

do nothing” (John 15:5). 

We’ve already seen that “abiding” means an ongoing condition of a true spiritual life. It 

speaks of a follower of Jesus who is learning to live continuously aligned to Him. In the 

above verses it seems to suggest that such a person “is bearing” fruit; it is already at work in 

us. This makes it clear that the fruit of the Spirit is produced by God’s own Spirit, not by any 

amount of human effort. 

Also, that our “bearing much fruit” is a direct result of our being “in Christ”. In one sense we 

don’t have to strive to bear fruit because it’s already at work in us because we are in Him. 

This is one of the evidences that such a person truly belongs to Christ. 

For instance, I’m not a particularly evangelistic kind of person, and often find it a little hard to 

strike up a conversation and turn it around to telling someone about Jesus. I can do it, and 

have done so, but it’s not an easy thing for me. On the other hand, if someone asks me a 

question about the Bible or Jesus, I’m off and running. 

Whenever we had a visiting evangelist in our churches, I always felt guilty that I wasn’t doing 

enough witnessing and leading people to the Lord. Then I would spend time and a lot of 

effort learning the right strategies for witnessing, memorizing more Bible passages, and 

practicing my introductory techniques. And what happened? Not a lot.  

My point is, I confused “bearing much fruit” with leading people to Christ and doing a lot of 

witnessing and seeing people get saved. Certainly, that’s part of the overall picture, but not 

all of it. Each of us are called to bear witness to Jesus whenever and wherever we can (2 

Timothy 4:2), but we’re all different personalities, as well as having distinctly different callings 

from God. Some are evangelists (bless them), some are the prophetic type, some doers of 

good works, some great and steadfast pray-ers, some Bible teachers, etc. 

Our “bearing much fruit” is the righteous life we live, the way we speak, the ability to 

evidence Jesus to others by our goals and direction in life. In short, I would call it being a 

Truth-Bearer. If we are in Christ, aligned to His truths, seeking to live consistently connected 

to Him, and simply doing what He says (particularly in the Sermon on the Mount), then we’ll 

be Truth-Bearers. It won’t take too long before unbelievers see we’re quite different from the 

way of the world. We will be noticed. We will be “the light of the world, a city set on a hill 

that cannot be hidden” (Matthew 5:14). 
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And so we return to “light” and “truth” and their connection. The relationship between “light” 

and “truth” are remarkable, just as the connection between “light” and life” are. “Life” is 

therefore a fundamental Biblical principle (Romans 8:2). This is a life proceeding from the life 

of Christ and therefore producing further life to others.  

Please note, we are not called to reproduce our life in others, the mistake of a lot of spiritual 

dynasties. We are to produce the life of Christ in ourselves first, by conforming to Him 

(Romans 8:29) and thereby in God’s timing that life will be apparent in others. The Father 

will bring about the reproduction of life, not us. In other words, don’t dare attempt to 

reproduce other people after your own image. 

• All things that the Father has are Mine; therefore I said that He takes of Mine 

and will disclose it to you. (John 16:15) 

The same principle is reiterated in John 6:56. 

• He who eats My flesh and drinks My blood abides in Me, and I in him. 

So many things are related here: the life producing principle, the disclosing and passing on 

to others (us), and the abiding. This is the wonder of a shared life with and in Christ Jesus. 

Let us persevere to maintain this precious Life above all else, not neglecting the truth we’ve 

received as the Church collectively, nor as individuals as we grow in our personal faith. 

You cannot pass onto others what you’ve neither received yourself nor lived.  

Grace in our Messiah, who is the Way, the Truth, and the Life. 

Peter  

_________________________ 

 

See also these teachings  

Learning to Adjust Spiritually 

Are we doing these things? 

Adjusting to the Truth 

 

 

http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/Rom.%208.2
http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/John%2016.15
http://biblia.com/bible/nasb95/John%206.56
https://www.issachar.org/post/2019/04/06/learning-to-adjust-spiritually
https://www.issachar.org/post/2019/04/06/learning-to-adjust-spiritually
https://www.issachar.org/post/2015/02/03/adjusting-to-the-truth

